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ANZAC PARK A NEGLECTED JEWEL IN THE VILLAGE
On Thursday 27 July, Mareeba Shire CEO Peter Franks, Councillors Lenore Wyatt and Danny 
Bird, Council staff and consultants met onsite with interested members of the Kuranda 
community to discuss the future of 'Anzac Park' in Kuranda. Concerns were expressed in 
regards to the possibility raised by Council during the consultation process undertaken in July, 
that mature trees might be removed to provide more car parking spaces on lower Therwine 
Street, opposite the Kuranda Rainforest Original Markets. The minimum number of car 
parks to be created was stated as four. This would require the removal of trees planted some 
30 plus years ago. In addition, these trees were specifically chosen (at the time of planting) to 
showcase native and endemic rainforest species, and were planted using Federal government 
funding as part of a compensation scheme for timber workers and local government areas 
affected by the World Heritage listing of the Wet Tropics.

Further concerns were that, because Centenary Park has had so much energy and money 
put into its development, this smaller park might be seen as a 'poor cousin' and not of as great 
value. Although under-utilised, poorly resourced and frankly poorly maintained for years 
now, Anzac Park is far from being without value or use, or 'up for grabs' to be turned into car 
parking. Decades of previous community efforts have created a quiet, green gem of a park 
which simply requires some long overdue polishing to shine again. 

A brief (gathered) history of Anzac Park
Until the late 1980s when a bypass was built, the Old Kennedy Highway ran straight off 
the bridge, between the markets, and along what is now Rob Veivers Drive. When the new 
highway was completed and the land became available, it was proposed to put car parking in 
between the markets. Jim Mealing, then Kuranda RSL President also proposed that a green 
area at the end of the carpark would be a good place to locate an RSL memorial — the car 

Being a Buluwai Traditional Owner, Elderess stakeholder, I can’t see 
cutting down trees to justify bitumen and cement. When do we 
actually start ‘leaving no footprints?’ Have we forgotten why the 

village in the rainforest is titled this way? It’s disappointing to see 
trees being cut down for a car park. People come to Kuranda to see 

the trees in the rainforest not more bitumen and concrete.

Dianne Brim, Buluwai Traditional Owner

25+ years on and the botanical garden planted by the last generation 
of Kuranda-ites is looking amazing – buttresses pushing through  
the ground, flowers and fruits are falling. It would be a shame to 

encroach on this community project for four new car parks.  
Kuranda CBD doesn't need four new car parks – we need 40!  

There are better places in Kuranda to put parking.

Jo Martin, Kuranda Region Planning Group

As a community we need to preserve our green spaces. Rather 
than gaining four parking spaces, this is an opportunity to protect 
a community asset, and highlight the importance of the park as an 
educational representation of tropical rainforest species, including 

Indigenous traditional knowledge. There is a lot of potential to 
develop the park into a significant botanical attraction. The park 

could provide a wonderful opportunity for visitors to have a more 
accessible educational experience of Wet Tropics rainforest.

Sarah Arrowsmith, long-term community member
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park being a good place to muster and the Markets supplying power for lighting and speakers. 
Kuranda Rotary was also involved in creating amenities for the park area including a shelter, 
benches, water fountain and electric BBQ — this is why 'Anzac Park' is also known as 'Rotary 
Park' yet this park area has never been officially named. When Kuranda underwent a major 
redevelopment in the mid-1990s the park was identified as Anzac Park to differentiate it from 
Centenary Park. RSL services continued in the smaller park until around 2005, when the 
flagpoles and memorial rock were moved to Centenary Park. 

Without a dedicated purpose, Anzac Park has languished and been allowed to become 
overgrown and poorly maintained. It is welcomed that Council is now looking to give it some 
much needed attention. However, it would be a terrible shame, if the $300,000 budget 
allocated simply resulted in a few more car parks, but fewer mature native trees, when the 
same amount could be used to build on the already significant asset the park represents. 

What could the future of Anzac Park look like? 
A shady, inviting refuge with public seating, with public art (perhaps the much missed 
ironworks by Hans Pehl removed from our streets could be relocated there?), opportunities 
for historic interpretation of the area, and as some of these mature trees are uncommon in 
existing street plantings, a botanic walk. 

Of course car parks are a premium when Kuranda is busy. However, other locations 
have been identified as possible options and those do not come at the expense of our natural 
environment or community facilities. Most especially the end of lower Therwine Street which 
is a very sad sight for those catching their first glimpse of Kuranda as they cross the bridge.

Council has stated that nothing as yet has been decided, but time is ticking. If you wish to 
share your thoughts with Council please email info@msc.qld.gov.au 

Left: Residents meet with Council in 'Anzac Park' on 27 July 2023 
to discuss proposed changes to the park.
Photos: Gayle Hannah
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LETTERS
Please keep letters to 
under 250 words. All 
letters are subject to 
editing. Anonymous 
letters or those of 
doubtful origin may not 
be published. Correct 
name, address and 
phone numbers are to 
be submitted with your 
letter. Submissions by 
group email will be 
treated as spam.

07 4093 8942

mail@kurandapaper.com 

Shop 2, The Red House Arcade,  
24 Coondoo Street, Kuranda 

PO Box 66, Kuranda Q 4881

kurandapaper.com

The Kuranda Paper

Printed by North Queensland 
Newspapers, Townsville

Circulation: 4,500 Cost: FREE

Please direct all contributions and 
advertising via email to 
mail@kurandapaper.com
Conditions apply. All articles submitted 
will be printed at the discretion of 
the Management Committee and 
Production Team and may be subject  
to editorial changes.

The Management Committee of 
The Kuranda Media Association Inc. 
(KMA) does not accept responsibility 
for financial, health or other claims 
published in The Kuranda Paper. Factual 
errors in material submitted are the 
responsibility of the contributor. 
All submissions received, including 
photographs, are deemed to be 
authorised for publication by the 
contributor.

The Kuranda Media Association Inc. is 
a not-for-profit voluntary association 
est.1991. Advertising revenue from The 
Kuranda Paper enables us to provide this 
community resource, which supports 
local community groups and projects. 
Our stated objectives are to provide 
a means of open communication in 
order to foster the spirit of community 
involvement and reflect the aspirations 
of the residents of the Kuranda area.

Note: Views expressed in The Kuranda 
Paper, including letters, do not 
necessarily reflect the views held by the 
KMA Management Committee. 

KMA Management Committee 2022 
President: Nettie O'Connell 
Vice President: Kerstin Brown 
Secretary: Trish Green  
Treasurer: Gayle Hannah 
Members Representative: Toni Rogers 

Paper Production this edition: Nettie 
O Design (layout and design). Gayle 
Hannah and Kris Johns (production), 
Toni Rogers and Garth Owen 
(proofreading). Thanks to all our 
volunteers, contributors, advertisers  
and distributors. 

September 
Edition 357/2023

All copy and advertisements  
due by 10am

Thursday 24 August
Paper published

Thursday 31 August 2023
Management is not responsible for  

any copy missing deadline.

Advertisers

All artwork, images and logos to be 
supplied in high resolution (300dpi), 
CMYK colour mode, and in the correct 
size (see left for advertisement sizes).

Acceptable formats: PDF, EPS, JPG or TIFF.

In-house design services are available for 
an additional fee. 

Advertisements booked for 3 months and 
paid for in advance are eligible for a 10% 
discount. 

Advertisement sizes and rates 

[width x height in mm]

A – 262x380 (full page) $635
B – 174x380 (dominant) $435
C – 129x380 (1/2 page vertical) $345
D – 262x188 (1/2 page horiz) $345
E – 85x380 (1/3 page vertical) $245
F – 129x188 (1/4 page) $185
G – 262x124 (large strip) $245
H – 262x60 (small strip) $140
I – 129x124   $140
J – 85x188   $140
K – 85x124  $100
L – 85x60 (business card) $ 65

DEADLINES

Stockists – A free copy is delivered to every postal box 
and street mail delivery in the Kuranda district (post-
code 4881). If you don’t receive a copy please contact 
the Kuranda Post Office. 

The current edition of The Kuranda Paper can be viewed 
online at kurandapaper.com, along with back issues. In 
addition you can pick up a hard copy of The Kuranda 
Paper at the following outlets:

KURANDA: Kuranda Post Office (Thoree St), Sprout Café 
(Coondoo St), Kuranda Visitor Information Centre 
(Centenary Park), Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre (Rob 
Veivers Dr), Kuranda Discount Drugstore (Coondoo 

St), Kuranda Arts Co-op (Coondoo St), Cornetts IGA 
(Thongon St), BP Service Station, Annabel's Pies 
(Therwine St).
KURANDA DISTRICT: Speewah Service Station, Koah Service 
Station.
MAREEBA: Piagno’s News (Byrnes St), Mareeba Heritage 
Museum & Visitor Information Centre (Byrnes St), 
Mareeba News (Byrnes St)
TOLGA: The Humpy
ATHERTON: Atherton IGA (Silo Shopping Centre)
SMITHFIELD: Totem Clothing (Smithfield Shopping Centre), 
Smithfield Library
CAIRNS: Cairns Library

We welcome your letters via email or post

The Kuranda Media Association acknowledges the Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples as the first inhabitants 
of the nation and the traditional custodians of the lands where we live, learn and work. We pay our respects to ancestors and 
Elders, past and present. The Kuranda Media Association is committed to honouring Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples’ unique cultural and spiritual relationships to the land, waters and seas and their rich contribution to society.

Cover Masthead

Our masthead this month is a detail from a painting on 
metal sheeting by Kuranda wildlife artist/carer Rebecca 
Koller. The painting features a Green Ring-tailed 
possum and a Boyd’s Forest dragon. The work has been 
designed to be suitable as an outdoor mural. It is in the 
artist’s collection, but is available to purchase. Rebecca 
is also available for commission art. 
How Rebecca manages to get any art done, let alone 
be so prolific, is a wonder, as she devotes so much 
time to the care of native wildlife, most especially bats 
and flying-foxes. You will also recognise Rebecca as 
the artist responsible for the colourful ‘bin stickers’ 
featuring our wonderful wildlife (available through 
Kuranda Conservation). 
You can view Rebecca’s art on her Facebook page 
Rebecca Koller (artist) and at @reptileartist on 
Instagram.

LET’S GET THE KURANDA PARTY STARTED! 

Last year a bunch of Kuranda locals decided to do something fun and 
create a Kuranda float for the Cairns Festival Grand Parade. We had a blast 
building the float and as Kuranda arrived in their costumes with lights, the 
music was pumping and the party started. We laughed and danced and 
played as the procession led the party down the street. I'll never forget 
the faces of our people lit up with the brightest happiness, reflected in the 
faces of the crowd as we flowed. The comradeship after such an experience 
was through the roof! And our float won the Best Float award!

Please come join in with us this year on Saturday 26 August at 
4.30pm in Cairns, as we again showcase/dance with the diverse colourful 
characters of Kuranda. Dress as an exaggerated version of you, lights and 
all or something Kuranda – butterflies, trees, cassowary...fairy. Kids must 
be accompanied by an adult. Come and be the fun!

If you're not into standing out, please come help with the float build. 
Join the Kuranda Spectacular Parade group on Facebook or contact Fairy 
Jenny on 0405 414 438 or themagicallane@gmail.com 

Fairy Jenny, Kuranda

THE VOICE

We are part of the grass roots referendum campaign for the Voice to 
Parliament.

We are holding 'kitchen conversations' on our veranda over a cuppa 
to share information, encourage questions, and discuss. If you'd like to 
be part of a small group session which would run for 2-3 hours, please 
get in touch via a text message to Keila 0428 893 680 or Sarah-Jane  
0416 488 908 if you're interested. We are also happy to come to any 
interested groups.

Keila Waksvik and Sarah-Jane Hart, Kuranda

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE KURANDA PAPER

Hello to everyone at The Kuranda Paper. Happy 32nd birthday! Wow. 
I am so happy for you all. I was a volunteer for years when I lived in 
Kuranda, and loved it. I very much wish I was still living in Kuranda and 
still feel like I am a Kuranda-ite. Hugs and love to all.

Sandy Kelly OAM, Mareeba

Cairns Festival float 2022. Photo: Kerri Jenkins
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Here To Help You Feel Your Best 

16 COONDOO ST. KURANDA  •  4093 7508
www.justgorgeous.net.au

10AM to 3PM EVERY DAY

handmade in Kuranda 

soap, bath products, 

natural skincare, essential oils,  

candles, gifts & more 

Shop 4/25 Coondoo St.   

tel 0428643117   

fb ceti bath shop     

ceti.com.au 

bath shop 

OPEN everyday 10am-3pm 
1 5%
OFF
until August

NEWMELANIE HAVA  
2024 CALENDARS  ARE HERE!

Local Picture Framing Shop
15 Therwine St, Kuranda | 0412 387 557

terranovagallery.com.au

*Mention this  
advert for 15% off 

until August!

Kuranda Traders Association

MEMBERS' NIGHT, 
REBRANDING
INPUT

Supporting small Kuranda businesses. 
Become a member today! kta@kuranda.org 

Our special Member's Night on 5-7pm Wednesday 9 August at Firefly @ The Billabong – 
Vinyl & Pizza Night to thank our members for their ongoing support and to welcome any 
new traders who are considering joining the KTA. RSVP to kta@kuranda.org

Where: Firefly @ The Billabong – Vinyl & Pizza Night
When: 5–7pm Wednesday 9 August 2023  
Food and drinks provided by the KTA 

Where: Firefly @ The Billabong – Vinyl & Pizza Night
When: 5–7pm Wednesday 9 August 2023  
Food and drinks provided by the KTA 

MEMBER THANK YOU

MEMBER THANK YOU

plus 

2023-24

plus 

2023-24

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

This gathering is to say thank you to  
existing KTA members for their support and to 

invite and welcome new members who are  
traders in the Kuranda area. 

Some of our recent achievements:

• Kuranda Village website kuranda.org
• Kuranda Village Facebook 20.3k followers
• Kuranda Village Instagram 6.7k followers
• Community Engagement Events

• Twilight Trading
• Kuranda Colour Fest & Cassowary Art Trail launch
• Kuranda Art Prize
• Support for Kuranda LOVE BOMB event

• Key partner in newly formed Mareeba Shire Tourism  
Local Tourism Organisation

• Regular lobbyist and media spokesperson for Kuranda 
businesses

This gathering is to say thank you to  
existing KTA members for their support and to 

invite and welcome new members who are  
traders in the Kuranda area. 

Some of our recent achievements:

• Kuranda Village website kuranda.org
• Kuranda Village Facebook 20.3k followers
• Kuranda Village Instagram 6.7k followers
• Community Engagement Events

• Twilight Trading
• Kuranda Colour Fest & Cassowary Art Trail launch
• Kuranda Art Prize
• Support for Kuranda LOVE BOMB event

• Key partner in newly formed Mareeba Shire Tourism  
Local Tourism Organisation

• Regular lobbyist and media spokesperson for Kuranda 
businesses

Memberships – We have commenced sending out reminders for membership and we invite 
all Kuranda businesses to become a member or renew their memberships. Please email  
kta@kuranda.org if you would like a membership form sent to you.

Did you know that if you are a member of the KTA you are automatically a member of the 
Mareeba Shire Local Tourism Organisation? 

VOTE – Kuranda Village logo – As per previous 
updates, the Kuranda Village branding and logo 
will be receiving a little refresh – not a big change, 
but a more simplified version. 

The community now has the opportunity to vote 
on one of three new logos – see right. 

Cast your vote using the QR code or go to 
https://forms.office.com/r/737w78x9UE.  
There is also a comments section where you 
can provide provide specific feedback. The 
colours in the samples are not set in stone, 
so please use the comments section if you 
have any feedback about 
colour choices. 

SAVE THE DATE – Kuranda Colour Fest – Saturday 9 September 2023

The KTA will once again host the Kuranda Colour Fest in Centenary Park including a bouncy 
slide, DJ music, facepainting, t-shirt painting and community stalls! This will again be 
followed by a Colour Run along the banks of the Barron River. If you would like to book a 
community stall for the event, please contact Maree 0412 311 403 — not-for-profits stalls 
free or $25 for retail stalls. More program details in the September edition of The Kuranda 
Paper. 

Kuranda DOES Accept Cash!There's been a very bizarre rumour doing the rounds. Some of 
our visitors to Kuranda Village have been told that Kuranda does not accept cash as a form of 
payment. Well, we'd like to set the record straight and let you all know that an overwhelming 
MAJORITY of our Kuranda businesses accept cash! Please don't believe everything you hear! 
We have and will continue to post such updates on the Kuranda Village socials, to ensure our 
visitors are aware that we DO accept cash. 

1.

2.

3.
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birdworld
kuranda

The MEGA WILDCARD gives you 
unlimited entry to all 3 attractions 
for a whole twelve months.

OPEN DAILY 8.30am - 5pm
Cook Highway, Wangetti

Ph: 4055 3576 

Open DAILY 10am - 4pm 
Kuranda Heritage Markets  

Ph 4093 9953

*Closed Christmas Day -  
check other dates on our website.

OPEN DAILY 10am to 4pm 
Kuranda Heritage Markets

 Ph: 4093 9188

crocodileadventures.com

GIVE YOUR KIDS A

PASSES AVAILABLE AT ALL 3 ATTRACTIONS

Wild-life!

K U R A N D A

G A R D E N S
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P O S I T I O N S
A V A I L A B L E  

Caring for
Country

Calling out to all Djabugay bama interested in working with family
and Caring for Country. The Djabugay Aboriginal Corporation in
partnership with DESBT Skilling Queenslanders for Work (SQW)
Program and NIAA/TRACQS is excited to launch two programs

deeply based in culture and run by our mob. 

The SQW “Works Skill Traineeship” is a six months, 4-days per week
traineeship and the NIAA TRACQS “Community Project” is a fourteen

month, 3-days per week activity-based employment program.

Both programs, starting soon, will be based in Kuranda and work on
projects at Mona Mona, Din Din, Flaggy Creek, Kuranda and Smithfield

You will be involved in a large range of work activities and training
experiences building confidence and skills and preparing you for an

ongoing career in caring for country, cultural heritage or tourism

Come to the Information Session to hear more about the programs.
You can talk to an adviser and fill out the Expression of Interest form.

The information collected will be used to short-list for interviews. 

For more information ring Djabugay Aboriginal Corporation on 40938 116.

When: Wednesday 9th August,  12.30 - 2.30 pm.
Where: Djabugay Aboriginal Corporation,

Nyuwarri Estate, 1496 Kennedy Highway, Kuranda

Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre (KNC) 
Operated by Kuranda Information  

& Support Centre Assoc. Inc. 

6 Rob Veivers Drive, Kuranda 
PO Box 170, Kuranda Qld 4881

4093 8933  
manager@kurandanc.org.au

FAMILY SUPPORT WORKER
(Kuranda District Family Support Program)

This position is permanent 36 hours per week at SCHCADS Award Level 4-5 with a 
six-month probationary period.

The successful candidate must:

• Be able to work independently and as part of a small team.
• Possess the ability to provide one-on-one family support, early intervention 

and prevention, crisis intervention, needs assessment, case management and 
implement workshops as required.

• Possess tertiary qualifications and a high level of demonstrated experience.
• Possess an open current Queensland drivers’ licence, current Advanced First 

Aid, COVID-19 vaccination/exemption certificate.
• Possess the ability to obtain a Suitability for Working with Children Card 

and a National Police Check.

This is not an Indigenous-specified position, however Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples are encouraged to apply.

To obtain a position description please email manager@kurandanc.org.au

Applications close 5pm on Friday 25 August 2023.

Djabugay family members attending the recent Djabugay Family Day at the Nyuwarri Estate 
were challenged by cold and wet weather, but were quickly warmed by the presence of family, 
cups of tea and Aunty Rita’s scones.

Thirty elders, Traditional Owners, Board Directors, family members and corporation staff 
braved the weather and welcomed representatives from many of Djabugay’s key partners 
including TRACQS, Kuranda Justice Group, Kuranda Women’s Group, Many Rivers, 
Kuranda Envirocare, Department of Environment and Science and Department of Youth 
Justice, Employment, Small Business and Training.

All program team leaders reported on the progress of their projects. Cultural Development 
Officer, Dennis Hunter, provided information to the family about the culture and language 
project he is working on with Skyrail. This project will see Djabugay stories and language 
incorporated into the Skyrail visitors APP with Djabugay culture highlighted to most domestic 
and international visitors to our region. 

Dennis also introduced CLEANCO’s community engagement specialist Jann Crase, who 
updated the family on work that she has been doing developing key signage for the Kuranda 
and Redlynch sections of their infrastructure. As an indication of the new world paradigm, 
it is heartening to see that the views and voice of Traditional Owners are now sought early in 
any planning process.

Dameon Hunter, Bulmba Ranger Coordinator, updated the family on recent Ranger 
activities with particular emphasis on their time spent preparing for the joint Firesticks 

Alliance/Djabugay National 
Custodians of Country 
Gathering 2023 in August. 
Dameon also spoke about 
the three-year partnership 
with WWF Australia where 
Djabugay Bulmba Rangers 
will work with neighbouring 
Land and Sea Ranger groups 
and Rainforest Bama to return 'right fire' back to country and monitor the impacts of this 
intervention on local and regional biodiversity. To the delight of the Rangers, WWF plan to 
bring some high-tech remote sensing devices into the project through their "eyes on country" 
platform. 

However, the big moment of the day was the announcement by Djabugay Operations 
Manager, Michelle Wenden, of the release of 21 jobs for local Djabugay people to work 
on-country over the next 15 months. Djabugay Corporation staff have worked closely with 
local Kuranda TRACQS General Manager, Michael Phillips, and Program Manager, Francis 
Loban, to secure CDP Community Project funding for a joint TRACQS/Djabugay community 
employment project that has been nick-named "Project-14" after the 14 opportunities 
identified in the Djabugay Bulmba Bama Plan. This project will see 10 positions over 59 
weeks available for Djabugay people registered and on TRACQS case load. Djabugay has 
also brokered a 12-month Skilling Queenslanders for Work program, funded through the 
Department of Youth Justice, Employment, Small Business and Training that will see 11 
people employed. 

Both projects, based in Kuranda and working in Mona Mona, Din Din, Flaggy Creek 
and Mantaka will start soon. Participants will learn to care for country from Elders and 
Traditional Owners, develop skills in language, dance, tool making and food harvesting, 
participate in cultural burning, carry out landscape maintenance using chainsaws, mowers 
and brush cutters, learn how to record and protect 'nut-cracking' sites, scar trees and cultural 
trails and much more.

For any Djabugay people interested in working with family and caring for country and 
who wish to hear more about these positions are invited to attend an Information Session at 
Nyuwarri Estate, on Wednesday 9 August 12.30–2.30pm.

Kuranda Koala Gardens is proud to announce the arrival of a very special little creature – a 
male Northern Bettong joey, born to proud parents Sticks and Poppy in May. He was named 
‘Kauri’ in honour of the Kauri Pine found in the bettong’s native range.

Northern Bettongs are an endangered species, found locally in the Davies Creek/Lamb 
Range area and at Mt Spurgeon. They are very restricted in their range and it is believed that 
there are less than 1000 left in the wild. They are an essential species to their habitat as they 
spread spores of truffle fungi, which grow on the roots of trees and harbour high volumes of 
water that the trees leech to survive through long, dry periods. There are very few Northern 
Bettongs in human care, so this addition is very important! 

In addition to the Northern Bettong, over the last 12 months Kuranda Koala Gardens has 
been lucky enough to welcome babies from two more endangered species as part of breeding 
programs. In July 2022 we 
had twin female Bilbies, and 
in August 2022 we had twin 
female Mahogany gliders. 

Kuranda Koala Gardens 
is a proud member of the 
Northern Bettong Recovery 
Team.

Welcome 
little 

Kauri !

Local jobs announcement at 
Djabugay Family Day

L-R: Errol Hunter, Barry 
Hunter Snr and Vince 

Mathieson. Three Elders 
listening to the good stories at 

the Djabugay Family Day

Kauri with parents Sticks and Poppy
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BUDGET 2023-2024

PARKS AND ENVIRONMENT
$2.91M Parks, gardens and reserve maintenance
$559K Biodiversity protection

HEALTH AND REGULATORY SERVICES
$918k Local laws and environmental health
$320K Planning
$234K Building and plumbing

WASTE, WASTEWATER AND WATER
$5.43M Waste
$2.60M Wastewater
$4.73M Water

ROADS AND TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
$3.14M Road maintenance
$500k Bridge maintenance

COMMUNITY FACILITIES, CULTURE AND LIBRARIES
$2.04M Community facilities and Council buildings
$1.02M Library operations
$804K Swimming pools operation and maintenance
$625K Community partnerships and events
$236K Community development and engagement

OPERATING BUDGET

CAPITAL BUDGET$52.5M

Transport Infrastructure

Parks & Open Spaces

Facilities

Libraries 

Local Laws 

Swimming Pools 

 Biodiversity Protection 

Community Engagement and Tourism 

Planning 

 Building and Plumbing

 $40.66

$20.36

$9.91

$8.15

$6.18

 $4.95

$4.33

$2.92

$1.84

$0.70

$7.67M

how every $100 in 
 general rates is spent 

TRANSPORT WASTEWATER WATER FACILITIES
PARKS & OPEN

SPACES

operational
highlights

$2.63M $1.87M $1.56M$5.69M

capital spend

$22.8M

Councillor Column
MAREEBA SHIRE MAYOR ANGELA TOPPIN

2023/2024 Budget

Mareeba Shire Council’s 2023/24 Annual Budget was handed down 
at a Special Council Meeting on Wednesday 19 July 2023. 

I am proud to present my fourth budget as Mayor of Mareeba 
Shire Council and I am confident that Council will continue to operate 

within its means while being cognisant of the financial pressures faced 
by our ratepayers. 

As a Council, financial sustainability remains one of our cornerstones, and 
the decisions made have a direct impact on the financial sustainability of our Shire in the 
future. Visit Council’s website for more information.

Kuranda Cemetery

I am pleased to advise that the tender has been awarded for the new Kuranda Cemetery. 
The existing Kuranda Cemetery is close to reaching capacity and Council has purchased an 
adjacent property on Kuranda Heights Road for the expansion of the cemetery.

Stage One of the new Kuranda Cemetery will have space for 100 monumental memorials 
and 250 lawn-level memorials which should secure enough space to meet the needs for 
the community for the next 25 years.  The tendered scope of works includes earthworks, 
roadworks, stormwater drainage, water supply and carparking as well as a toilet block and 
concrete works.  

I am looking forward to this important project going ahead to ensure the long-term needs 
of the Kuranda community are met. 

Community Events

July and August are significant months in our Shire with the re-emergence of some of our 
treasured long-standing community events. Events include the Mareeba Rodeo, Christmas in 
July, and the Kuranda Roots Festival. 

The Kuranda Roots Festival returned for its fourteenth year and this annual celebration 
of music and creative culture was once again a tremendous success. In August we will see 
the return of the Cairns Italian Festival and the Mareeba Multicultural Festival, and I invite 
residents to go out and support both these events. 

In closing, I would like to remind residents that my fellow Councillors and I are always 
available to talk to you if there is ever a Council matter you would like to discuss. I welcome 
your contact. 

Mayor Angela Toppin
07 4086 4606  |  mayor@msc.qld.gov.au 

FREE DOMESTIC GREEN 
WASTE DISPOSAL 

Council advises Mareeba Shire
residents of the upcoming free
domestic green waste disposal
days at the Kuranda Transfer
Station.

 
Saturday, 12 August and 
Sunday, 13 August 2023

For more information 
please phone 1300 308 461 
or visit: www.msc.qld.gov.au

PROPOSAL TO NAME
UNNAMED CEMETERY

Council is proposing to name the new
cemetery being established in Kuranda
as the Kuranda Heights Cemetery.

The new cemetery is located on
Kuranda Heights Road.

The name Kuranda and New Kuranda
Cemetery cannot be used as they are
already in use.

Council is required to provide thirty (30)
business days notice to residents if
they choose to respond with a
submission in support or opposition of
this proposal before a
recommendation is put before Council.

You can email correspondence to
info@msc.qld.gov.au or via post using
the address listed below.

Peter Franks
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
PO Box 154
MAREEBA QLD 4880

www.kurandaconservation.org
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Contact Jax at Kuranda Conservation 4093 8834 or 
kurandaconservation@hotmail.com  

to purchase your bin stickers.

Mareeba Shire Council continues to take a strategic and regional approach to waste management in a bid to ensure that our 
practices are leading the way into the future, at the lowest possible cost to residents and ratepayers. 

Mayor Angela Toppin explains, “This strategy will see us moving towards a circular economy as we cannot rely on landfills 
any longer. The cost of waste management continues to rise, and we must as a Council and as a community focus on reducing 
waste, reusing waste products and recycling.” 

“I urge all members of the community to do the right thing, to protect our environment and, if they see any illegal dumping 
activity, that they report it to Council immediately. Dumping waste in the environment, rather than disposing of it in the 
correct way is illegal and unsightly and can be harmful to our environment. Transfer Stations are conveniently located for 
disposal of waste. Visit Council’s website for more information.” 

Mayor Toppin said those caught doing the wrong thing can be faced with hefty fines. “Illegal dumping is against the law 
and there are penalties in place for those found to be doing the wrong thing. We are very proud of our communities, and we 
want to look after our natural assets and wildlife,” Mayor Toppin concluded. 

You can help to keep our Shire clean by reporting illegal dumping to Council on 1300 308 461 or call 13 QGOV  
(13 74 68). Reports can also be lodged online at the Department’s website or sent to illegaldumping@des.qld.gov.au. 

This project is proudly supported by the Queensland Government.

REPORT ILLEGAL DUMPING
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Craig Crawford – Member for Barron River 
Phone – (07) 4229 0100
Email – barron.river@parliament.qld.gov.au
Social Media – @CraigCrawfordMP

Crawford's Corner
KURANDA POLICE 
UPDATE
AUGUST 2023

Dear Kuranda residents,

The Queensland government has made influenza vaccines free until 31 August as we approach 
the peak of flu season. Queenslanders can get vaccinated at their local GP, community health 
clinic or pharmacy. The vaccine is recommended for anyone over the age of six months.

Closer to home you’ll notice the long awaited ITS variable messaging signs (VMS) going 
up on the Kuranda Range Road – these enable a variable speed limit or message to account 
for conditions or obstructions, such as a crossing cassowary, broken-down vehicle, rockslide, 
or accident. This is the same technology and concept used in many parts of the country for 
tunnels and bridges. The camera on each VMS will enable operators to monitor traffic, and 
they do not have the capacity to identify individual vehicles, number plates, or people.

Additionally, there are two proposed speed cameras, these will respond to the speed limit 
displayed by the VMS at any given time.

Meanwhile ongoing inspection and maintenance will be undertaken on the Barron River 
bridge through to September. $8.89 million has been committed for an options analysis and 
evaluation, with a business case due in 2024. I'd like to thank road users for their patience 
while we carry out these important testing and maintenance works.

Information on Queensland's state-controlled road network is available via  
QLDTraffic.qld.gov.au or 13 19 40.

To sign up to our newsletter, please visit craigcrawford.com.au. 
You can also follow daily updates on Facebook.

As always, if you need anything from me, please contact 
my local office at 4229 0100 or email  
barron.river@parliament.qld.gov.au. 

Greetings from the Kuranda Police. 
We hope everyone had a safe and enjoyable school holidays. It is good to see 

tourists still flowing through the town on a daily basis and the weather has been lovely.
I have started to see some businesses leaving lights on at night which is great to see. 

This will help to deter property offenders and give patrolling Police half a chance to 
see what is happening and identify offenders. I have seen some businesses upgrading 
their security which is great. Unfortunately this was after being the victim of property 
offences. You will remember in previous articles I have stated don’t wait to be a victim 
of crime before you take action. I will reiterate that if you don’t have sufficient security 
it’s only a matter of when, not if, you become a victim of crime. Glass windows, locked 
doors and aluminium security mesh/roller doors offer minimal protection. If you 
would like a free security audit done at your premises please get in touch with us.

We are still getting daily traffic complaints from motorists on the range. The main 
complaint is motorists travelling too close to other vehicles and driving dangerously. 
Please slow down and be patient and also utilise the slow vehicle lanes. Even if you are 
travelling the speed limit and an aggressive driver is tailgating, it is better to pull over 
and let them pass instead of being a victim. You can record their licence plate number 
and make a complaint to Police.

I don’t have any other news to report besides a steady stream of domestic related 
violence and disturbances usually involving large numbers of intoxicated persons. 
Please be kind to each other and consume alcohol in responsible and moderate 
amounts.

Take care and be safe.

Sergeant Matt Harling, Officer in Charge, Kuranda Police Station 

REPORT YELLOW CRAZY ANTS

CALL: 1800 CRAZY ANT
p |  4241 0525         e | yca@wtma.qld.gov.au  

w | wettropics.gov.au/yellow-crazy-ants         facebook | @ycawettropics

4mm body length

Jumrum Development Update
The Kuranda Paper has been advised by Craig Crawford’s office that there has been 
no formal update on the Jumrum development on Fallon Road, Kuranda at the State 
government level. However, they have confirmed that a query has been put to the office 
of Senator Nita Green, who represents Queensland in the Senate, regarding whether or 
not it meets with the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 
(EPBC Act). 

Craig Crawford has confirmed that he will provide The Kuranda Paper and the 
community when he has any news, and would appreciate any updates on the development 
as noticed by locals. 
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Food items – chocolates (individual and blocks), biscuits, cake
& brownie mixes, cake decorations, patty papers, icing sugar,
choc chips, wrapped lollies
Toys - fidget toys, toy cars, bubbles, skipping ropes, bouncy
balls, yoyos, finger puppets
Art items -  pencils, textas, decorative easers, glitter, crayons,
small notebooks, stickers, stamps, jewellery making items
Pamper items - hair combs, brushes, bands, bows, hand
creams, face masks, loofah, nail care, bathsalts or bombs 
Sewing supplies - beads, buttons, ribbon,fabric squares 
Random items - face paints, plastic ornaments, marbles,
wooden pegs, playdough (or materials to make it), cookie
cutters, colourful socks, balloons (helium & regular)
Pet supplies - collars, leads, toys
Second hand items -such as clothes, blocks (small), balls,
toys, but please only if in great condition
Jars of various sizes

Kuranda Carnival is coming soon!
WE NEED YOUR HELP!

CALLING FOR DONATIONS OF…    
 

All deliveries to Primary Campus
 

The more that is donated the more funds are raised for our
children and College.

Thankyou

Kids meals available

In-house we use Wild Yeast artisan bakery  
for our breads, pastries and cakes. 

Now you can order your take home fresh  
baked sourdough loaves for $7.50! 

Pre-order with Kieran by Thursday 3pm via  
SMS 0410 505 462 – leave your name & quantity. 

Pick up Saturdays from 9am.

Check 
out

OPEN 7 DAYS!
Coffee from 8am  •  Food from 9am 

Windmill Shopping Complex  
9/25 Coondoo St, Kuranda

here.sgood 

Kuranda District State College
25th Anniversary Celebration 

and Donations Required

With only three months until our 25-year celebration at Kuranda District State College on  
13 October, we are reaching out to the community to support this event. It is shaping up to be 
a night you won't forget! The carnival will be huge, with games, rides, entertainment, food, 
raffles, stalls, and the whole community is welcome. Be sure to save the date!

We are now looking for any local businesses that would like to book a market stall. We 
only ask for a donation towards our Cent Sale in exchange for your spot. Please email us at 
kdscpandc4881@gmail.com for more information, or to secure your spot, to discuss if 
your stall is suitable and tell us your requirements.

We are also looking for donations for prizes, raffles etc. All donations will help us reach 
our fundraising goals. So if you have anything you would like to give and cannot deliver or 
post to the school, please email us at the above address and we can arrange collection. See the 
list below for donation items required.

Thank you in advance to the Kuranda community for supporting this event. We hope to 
see everyone there for what will be a fantastic night!!
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Join us for a fun-filled morning 

 
 celebrating everything early childhood. 

 
Lots of exciting stalls and activities  
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Kuranda

Monday – Friday 8.30 to 5pm

Dr Dave Cuming: dermatology, paediatrics, minor surgery –  
Monday, Wednesday (am), Friday (am)

Dr Veerendra Sinha: specialises in skin cancers and excisions –  
Tuesday and Thursday

Dr Cat Heiner: specialises in women’s health and aesthetics – 
Monday and Wednesday 

Iron Infusions are available on a Monday afternoon – $250 (rebate of $77)
Dr Steve Salleras: Monday

Dr Stephen Haig: specialises in family medicine and minor surgery –  
Monday and Friday

Dr Miranda Hamilton: specialises in women’s health and family medicine – 
Monday and Tuesday

Extra Services: Podiatrist, Dietician, Psychologist, Diabetic Educator,  
Nurse, Asthma Care, Indigenous Health and more… 

cnr Barang and Thongon Streets 

Medical Centre

Private Billing Practice

4093 7118 kuranda@ipn.com.au

Steve King Dental Group  
is re-opening the  
Kuranda Dental Clinic! 
Open every second  
Tuesday and Wednesday  
of the month at the 
Kuranda Medical Centre. 

Our friendly team looks forward to 
helping you and your family have the 
healthiest teeth and gums possible. 

When you come to our centre, you  
will receive quality personal care  
at an affordable price.

Call us today for an appointment 
4093 9199 

Kuranda Dental Clinic  
is the preferred provider for: 

• BUPA
• Medibank 

• HCF 
• TUH Health Fund 

• Westfund 
• CBHS Health 

• HBF 
• AAMI 
• APRA 

• Qantas 
• Suncorp 

• NIB 
• Medicare  

(child dental is bulk billed)
• DVA

...and we accept all  
other Health Funds.

KURANDA 
DENTAL CLINIC

RE-OPENING 

Located in the
Kuranda Medical Centre
cnr Barang and Thongon Streets
4093 9199

COFFEE

Pizza
Dance the Maypole

Market Stalls
Activities Games
Music Curry

46 Boyles Rd, Kuranda, QLD 4881

(07) 4093 8809| chss.qld.edu.au | reception@chss.qld.edu.au |                

Spr ing

S A T U R D A Y ,  2  S E P T E M B E R

F R O M  1 0 A M

Fair
Leadership changes

It is with sadness that the school is 
saying farewell to Kelly Ferguson next 
month, who brought her experience 
in all areas of leadership – teacher 
and student support, parent and 
community engagement and improving 
our school policies and processes plus 
her tireless energy, strength, kindness, 
and warmth. Kelly is moving to be 
closer to her family and we wish her 
well with her next endeavours.

And as the seasons change around us, the school welcomes Scott Whitters (as Head of 
School) and his wife Leah.

Scott is an experienced and passionate school leader with over thirty years in education, 
primarily within the Catholic Education system. He comes from Mount St Bernard College 
(MSB), Herberton, where he is Deputy Principal – Residential. Scott has a strong pastoral 
care focus and has developed environmental and outdoor education programs, including the 
development of an award-winning environmental centre at a previous school.

Kelly leaves big shoes for Scott to fill, and Scott is looking forward to the challenge of 
bringing ongoing stability to the school, and maturity to his role as of Head of School and 
seeks to explore broader connections and opportunities with the wider community.

Scott and Leah are currently relocating to Kuranda and are excited to join the Kuranda 
community and a perfect place to meet them is at the school’s annual Spring Fair!

CHSS Spring Fair - Bringing together our community!
Saturday 2 September from 10am. All welcome!

Seasonal rhythms are a vital part of Steiner Education, and the school has established 
traditions that reflect and celebrate the mood of the season, that mark the passing of time 
and that bring the community together in meaningful ways.

In July and August, as the days grow longer and Spring draws near, there is a sense of 
anticipation in the air as preparation for our CHSS Spring Fair commences. Spring is a season 
of rebirth, transformation, and renewal. Our students and staff are looking forward to sharing 
this joyful and vibrant celebration with all!

What’s on at the Spring Fair?

The CHSS Spring Fair brings together our school families and welcomes the surrounding 
community in a genuine homegrown event that showcases our students' music programme 
with choir and music ensembles performing throughout the day. There will be a range of 
delicious and healthy culinary options to choose from, including barista coffee and cakes, to 
hot food and cold juices. Games and activities will run during the day for both children and 
adults which, of course, includes the opening ceremony of ‘dancing the Maypole’; a popular 
highlight.

Local stallholders are welcome to apply to run a stall on the day for a nominal fee. Please 
contact CHSS by email admin@chss.qld.edu.au or phone 0439 312 243 to complete the 
registration process.

The staff and families of the CHSS invite our wider community to join us for this year's 
Spring Festival on Saturday 2 September from 10am. Come and experience our community 
spirit for yourself!

Maypole dancing 
Spring Fair 2020
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All your stock feed and small animal
supplies in one convenient location

Free advice and friendly service!!

Supplies for all your animals including:
Horse, Chicken, Dog, Cat, Pig, Cows & more

Located at the Speewah Equestrian Centre
(5 Douglas Track, Speewah)

Click & Collect or local delivery available

www.speewahfeedbarn.com.au
Ph: 4093-0342

LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED PROVIDER
with an all AUSSIE sales & support team

FIBRE   |   FIXED WIRELESS   |   SATELLITE
NO CONTRACTS.....  EVER!!!

Reliable NBN Connection from $69.95/mth!

Call us today and make the switch!

07 4222-111107 4222-1111

WE ARE NBN TRAINED TECHNICIANS & SPECIALISE IN
GETTING REGIONAL AND REMOTE CUSTOMERS ONLINE

We make getting connected easy!!!
www.ausinternet.com.au

COMPUTER REPAIRS
Back by popular demand

Computer Repairs & Upgrades
New PC System builds
Laptop Sales & Repair

Virus Removal
Data Recovery & MoreData Recovery & More

Located at Speewah
Fully equiped workshop

All services by appointment only
Regional Technology Solutions Pty Ltd

Ph: 4222-1033 for an appointment

www.kurandaamphitheatre.org 
info@kurandaamphitheatre.org
Kuranda Amphitheatre

What’s Happening at the Amphitheatre

From the heart of winter, we’re already looking forward to Spring arriving with promises of a 
fancy dress Fair, brilliant music, and theatre. More details coming soon…

K.A.S.T. Community Theatre

The Amphitheatre Community Theatre 
project is still casting, so if you have ever 
had a desire to be on stage, this is your 
chance! 

In the Nature of Things is a futuristic 
parable. Set in 2059, a Kuranda resistance 
movement supported by the original 
custodians and a plethora of mystical 
characters fight to defend the last of the 
planet’s rainforests from destruction for 
the development of a massive recreational 
facility, the Kuranda Kursino. 

Being Kuranda of course it’s quite a 
force, with all the beings of lore, from fairies 
to quinkans, witches and more. There are 
still some roles yet to be cast. Also crew and 
extras required. All welcome! Thursdays, 
6pm, MainStage. 

The Amphitheatre has a new 
caretaker!

We are so happy to welcome Maree Gray as 
our new caretaker. Maree is a local artist, 
film maker, and arts worker, a long-term 
Amphitheatre member, and a core member 
of the K.A.S.T. Community Theatre group. Maree has been actively involved in many Kuranda 
Amphitheatre activities, including working with the Djabugay Weavers for a number of years. 

Last month’s events

Thanks so much to community members who keep bringing events to the Amphitheatre. The 
secret of this venue is its unbeatable vibe. You are bound to have a brilliant gig at the Amphi!

Kuranda Roots Afterparty was another beautiful night of music in the Understage, 
big thanks to the Kuranda Roots crew for keeping the amazing vibe of the festival going for 

Kuranda Roots Afterparty at the Understage.

one more night. Delicious food from Cantina, delectable cocktails from the KASBar, and 
soundsystem renegades Diggis, Quinzalez, Funkdafied, Ali Basta and Tastey DJ kept the 
dancefloor jumping all night. The Understage warms up a bit more with each gig!

Funkdafied (JC Cawley) brought a beautiful Sunday Sessions to the Top Pavilion, with 
a great turnout enjoying a super chill afternoon on the terraces, delicious food from the 
KAS Kitchen, tasty cocktails and even tastier tunes from locals Diggis & Jimmy Flypshit, 
Funkdafied, and Skippy.

Volunteers Please!

We’d really love some help! The Amphitheatre committee and support team are looking for 
help in several areas. We are currently building a sponsorship and grants team, need to get 
more people and skills on our event promotions and marketing, and we are always looking for 
more people to help with events. 

The Amphitheatre is a social enterprise – owned by the membership and community, and 
it’s as big as YOU want it to be. If we all bring a plate to the party, we end up with a sumptuous 
feast. It’s heaps of fun, a way to contribute to and connect with community, and have a great 
time doing it. Please reach out via our email below and let us know what you are keen to offer.  

The Kuranda Amphitheatre Management Committee
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Community Nursery and Landcare

Opening times (others by appointment)
Nursery – 284 Myola Road, Kuranda  

Monday and Thursday 9am–12 noon • Saturday 10am–12 noon

Cash, 'tap and go' or internet bank transfer available

4093 8989 (nursery) • 0419 624 940
info@envirocare.org.au • www.envirocare.org.au

Caring for Kuranda’s environment
“by standing on the shoulders of those who have gone before”

Box trailers for hire.  
Pick up and return, 19 Kullaroo Close, Kuranda. All plugs catered for.

Text or call Cathy 0419 624 940 to book.

Kuranda’s Anzac Park, a valuable green space right in the 
Village, is up for a facelift and it does need one, having had 
minimal maintenance for years. But there are maturing 
rainforest trees there, planted to create a botanical park, 
now planned to make way for a bit more car parking. This 
chopping away at the edges of our green spaces is why we 
have few green spaces left. Let’s take a longer look for more 
car parking elsewhere and how we can restore this little park 
with 'good bones' to its original intention as a botanical walk 
and contemplation park. 

We’re busy cross-checking our records from over nine years 
of frog monitoring and preparing to analyse them for trends 
over time to determine if the Kuranda Tree frog and other 
frog numbers are increasing, stable or declining significantly 
in the Myola valley. Record gathering over a decade, like 
our project in Kuranda, is a rarity, so a big shout out to all 
the volunteer citizen scientists who have come along on 
frogging nights to create a record and contributed to our 
understanding of this frog population. Occasionally we see 
some mating mistakes. Can you spot what’s wrong in these 
photos.

Its been fantastic weather for plant growth with constant 
showers during this winter, but the weeds are also enjoying 
the same conditions. Turbina vine (pictured right) is in full 
flower with its white flowers and its heart shaped leaves. 
Do you have this on your property? Small plants are easy to 
pull out. Let us know, mark it with flagging tape and we’ll be 
round to get rid of it with a cut and paste method if it’s too 
much for you to manage.

A big shout out to all our volunteers who have helped out 
with our activities during school holidays. We’ve had a fun 
time with the 170 plus students and teachers from southern 
schools, providing them with a tree planting experience and 
a walk and talk about our local environment. The morning 
tea scones are always a big hit with students and we hope the 
new trees will be a big hit for the Kuranda Tree frog.

Anzac Park – our Green jewel

Records are Gold

Weeds are not Gold

Volunteers are Gold

Plant of the Month 
Swamp Orchid – Phaius tankervilleae

Friday 21–29 August – Monthly frog monitoring fun 
starts at new time 6.30pm. Check Facebook or text Sylvia on 
0409 647 714 to join the group texts and emails.
Nursery volunteering – Mondays and Thursdays 9am 
till noon and Saturdays 10am till noon. 

• Date Claimers •

Endangered in the wild. Receive a plant with tag, propagated 
under license, and an instruction sheet for their care. 
Flowering in August for a month, 14-15 flowers per stem, 
perfumed. Orchids now available at the nursery – some 
with one or two flower stalks, 
ready to flower $25 (plants 
flowering next year $20).

•  
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•  
• 

Turbina flowers and leaves. Photo: Cathy Retter

Kuranda Tree frog male on White-lipped tree frog and Stony 
Creek male on Kuranda Tree frog. Photo: Cathy Retter

Swamp orchids in full bloom in 
August. Photo: Denise Donald
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ARE YOU AN ELDER 
NEEDING CARE?

ARE YOU AN ELDER 
NEEDING CARE?

We are Nurses providing private care,

Stay at home or live with us in a home setting.
This gives you a great Lifestyle.

Ph: (07) 4093 8386     
Mob: 0410 114 404

ALL CONCRETE WORKS

• Domestic & Commercial
• Driveways & Slabs

Servicing Kuranda, Cairns  
& Atherton Tablelands  

since 1991

FOR A FREE QUOTE CALL

brettdonnachie64@outlook.com
Brett 0408 187 995

There is always plenty to do and explore at Kuranda Library! 

Need a little help with your iPad, tablets and phones? Our staff is available to help 
at our Tech Savvy sessions on Thursday afternoons. Bookings are required.

Need to get out and about with your children? We have Baby Rhyme Time on 
Wednesday mornings 10.30–11am and Story Time on Friday mornings 10am–12pm.

Kuranda Writers Group. Come and join Kuranda Writers’ Group who meet the second 
Thursday of the month 10am–12pm.

Bring a friend and play boardgames any time! We have a variety of games available both for 
adults and children.

And of course, you can always just grab a book and find a cosy corner to curl up and read!

August Book Review – Willowman  
by Inga Simpson

Award-winning author Inga Simpson writes 
exquisitely about a national sport you will never 
view the same way again.

Reader Cricket Bats, one of the last traditional 
bat-makers back in England, has a contemporary 
home in the Antipodes, with Allan Reader keeping 
the family business alive in a small workshop in 
Melbourne.

When Todd Harrow, a gifted young batter, 
catches Allan's eye, a spark is lit and Allan decides 
to make a Reader bat for him, selecting the best 
piece of willow he's harvested in years to do so.

Review
You do not need to be a follower of cricket to 
enjoy this novel. It could apply to any person of 
talent coping with fame and fortune and the loss 
of it, the highs and the lows, the risk of injury. 
It shows how much the support of family and 
friends means to a person over many, many 
years of perseverance and dedication trying to 
get to the top and when they inevitably have to stop.

Inga Simpson is renown as a nature writer so this seems somewhat of a departure 
from her usual novels. However, she has also woven in the story of the white willow which 
is the only source of the traditionally made cricket bat. For Allan Reader, it is an art form to 
find the right tree, the right bit of wood and then craft it with a sweet spot designed to give the 
batter a perfect instrument. His story and that of his daughter is a delightful part of this novel. 
His musings, his knowledge of cricket and the way he builds his life around it, is captivating.

Inga Simpson writes with incredible depth and knowledge of the game of cricket (you 
should see the books she read beforehand!) I found myself totally absorbed in the games she 
described, to the point where my heart was racing awaiting a result!

Also woven into the story is the story of Todd’s sister who, it could be said, is even better 
than he is, but faces the struggle of women and women’s cricket to be acknowledged as 
sportspersons in their own right and worthy of being backed.

I’m in awe of these men and women for whom cricket is a way of life and ache for the 
injuries, the failures and the repercussions that befall them. I also feel their joy and will never 
see a game of cricket in the same light again.

Happy Reading! Anne B, Mareeba Library Service

Vale
WAYNE LETTOW

5 AUGUST 1966 – 25 JUNE 2023

Wayne Lettow was a long-term Kuranda local. He worked as a cook in many restaurants and 
cafes in the village including Monkeys, The Honey House, the Top Pub and Café Suzie. He 
was highly regarded as a hard worker and friendly team member.

A quiet man, Wayne certainly maintained his privacy but was always open to a conversation 
with anyone – young, old, and from any walk of life. He was a true gentleman.

A wicked sense of humour and a man generous with his time and skills, Wayne would 
happily give assistance to anyone.

Wayne’s passions were horse riding, fishing and camping – in fact, anything involving 
outdoor adventure.

He is survived by his daughter, Jess who would like to thank Wayne’s Kuranda 'family' for 
their support and assistance at this sad time. 

The Kuranda Writers Group meets 10am to 12 noon on the 
second Thursday of the month at the Kuranda Library.  

All who write or aspire to write are welcome. 
Each month a theme is set as a helpful prompt, but any 

writing, prose or poem, to be shared would be great. The  
group is casual, friendly, helpful and aims to support local 

writers and writing through sharing and discussion. 
The next meeting is set for 10am Thursday 10 August  

and the theme is ‘TIME’. Write in any format, any style. 
Check out the Kuranda Writers Group on Facebook for more 

information, helpful prompts and join to stay informed. 
Contact: 0435 001 156
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Summit Solar & Electrical

Maintenance
Installation

Repairs

My first paid employment was in Brighton on the south coast of England, 
in a big manufacturing company. I can’t remember if they made 
sausages or car parts to be honest. However, I do remember 
that our waste paper bins were checked every few days to 
see how many pieces of Tippex correction paper we 
used a week to correct our manual typing errors. 

Now 90% or more of you will be asking yourself 
what Tippex was. Well, Tippex correction paper 
was a very valuable tool. On your manual 
typewriter, you backspaced to your error 
and stuck the little piece of white paper 
against it and hit the same key, whiting 
it away like magic. If only life’s errors 
could be fixed with Tippex.

Desperate to stay employed, we 
used the same piece over and over, 
until the white outs became grey 
outs and anxiety attacks abounded 
as we were called into the manager’s 
office to be chastised for wasting 
company resources. 

We traded Tippex sheets (6 
x 2.5cm) for a workmate’s more 
appealing packed lunch, or when 
really desperate, for cash. 

Those were the days of economy, 
conservation and self-preservation 
and you worked your butt off, whether 
you were a road labourer, a priest or in 
flight operations. I treasure a reference I 
got from one of my favourite bosses, who 
funnily enough resided in Speewah but has 
sadly passed on. 

“Suzy Grinter could do anything, and 
frequently did… a very competent lady and works 
like three drover’s dogs. She is also as funny as a 
circus and supplies a lot of laughs. We all think she is a 
great tart and miss her very much.” It went on. 

I’ll treasure that reference until the day I die and get to 
have a beer with him in some aircraft hangar in heaven where I 
can see him managing angel flight operations and the repair of wing 
ailerons. That was a cracker, and although he gave me a sensible reference too, 
I liked that one the best.

Anyway, back to the distant past. When half my wage went on Tippex, I moved on to more 
appealing work in a public relations firm, and I discovered there was more to life than trading 
your cheese sandwich for a little piece of white paper. 

When I first came to Cairns in 1979, I went to work at a large privately owned professional 
firm where we clocked in and out, and were reprimanded for stopping to talk to our fellow 
employees as we passed their desk. It was so tempting to defy this type of gravity by holding 
up hand written signs up as we walked past our workmates, “Did you go to Nighthawks on 
Saturday night?” or “Geez, what a dork ------ looks in his too-short pants”, but it would have 
been a very one sided conversation. 

That was my second most forgettable employment. I think the third was a spell in body 
corporate management, but we won’t go there. I find it hard that a company should advertise 
customer service excellence but reprimand employees for over servicing its customers. At 

least Tippex had long been replaced by computer technology by that 
time, but that was little consolation. 

I’ve always had a strong work ethic in employment. Maybe 
that’s inherent, having a father who worked tirelessly 

in his pharmacies and health store six days a week, 
8am to 6pm, counselled at Alcoholics Anonymous, 

delivered oxygen to customers bedridden with 
emphysema, then home to paperwork every 

night. His staff and customers respected and 
in fact, adored him, as I did. A tall man with 

presence, a wicked sense of humour and a 
big heart, and his staff were his extended 
family. 

I take after him in a lot of ways: 
big feet (metaphoric and physical), 
small ears, love of nature, gardening 
and animals and a strong work ethic, 
but probably not the counselling at 
Alcoholics Anonymous. After all, 
you can’t hold with the hare and 
run with the hounds. I’d get the sack 
for saying “Just stick to a couple of 
Chardonnays and you’ll be right, 
mate”. 

His heart was broken though, 
when one of his long term employees 
was found to be shoplifting on 

a regular basis. I couldn’t believe 
someone who was almost taken into 

our family would use and abuse their 
employer in such a way. I felt a little the 

same way when I discovered a young single 
mum I employed, mentored and counselled 

and to whom I paid a pretty awesome wage, 
was found to spend most of her employed time 

outside smoking when I was out of the office. 
Cyberslacking or cyberloafing is rife these days. 

I don’t know what the statistics are in Australia, and 
anyway, how the heck can you calculate such a phenomenon, 

but in 2020, statistics suggested employers in the U.S.A. lost up to 
$85 billion per year through cyberloafing.

Recently, I read that cyberloafing can actually help employees cope with 
stressful work environments. “Social media use at work has been linked to higher levels of 
employee engagement and job satisfaction… empirical research suggests that employees surf 
the web as a response to boredom and unclear instructions.” 

To be honest, I personally consider working reduces boredom, and if you have nothing to 
do, go help a team mate, and a clear instruction is “Stop shopping for high heels in my time”. 

In so saying, I can do whatever I like. While the great employed of Australia can waste 
hundreds of dollars of employers’ or taxpayers’ money shopping for cheap flights to Timbuktu, 
it’s all my own fault if I lose income being sidetracked by “Add this to your toothpaste to 
regrow gums in a few days” or “One teaspoon before bed can burn belly fat like never before” 
or “Doctors can’t explain this, but it can vanish toenail fungus.” 

I’m going to point out that I use this as mere examples, and that the above choices are 
not indicative of my current health status. I would have finished this an hour ago, but had to 
check the radar and post something on Marketplace.

SOLD: 113 Stoney Creek Rd., 

Call Vik For an Obligation 
Free Appraisal, You’ll be Glad 

you did!       0414 999 687 
www.realestate.com.au/141836304 

I HAVE NEW BUYERS WANTING MORE!  
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Culinary Experiences
24–30 September and 1–7 October 2024 

Join Chef Xavier Lacaze in his home district in 
France, nestled between the Languedoc and 
Cahors wine regions!
From €3,300/person for 6 nights/7 days based 
on double occupancy.
Includes: arrival pick up from Toulouse airport 
or train station direct to Château Mas de 
Pradié, all meals starting with welcome Apero, 
dinners with French wines, cooking classes, 
transportation, tours and tastings.

Spring Château Safari
2–9 May and 9–16 May 2024
Château Mas de Pradié & Château Mercure 
Figeac Viguier du Roy. From €2,835/person  
for 7 nights, based on double occupancy  
of 3 couples.
Includes: welcome Apero, daily French 
breakfast, dinner with a glass of wine, 
transportation to 5 villages of outstanding 
beauty and 6 Château or Castle visits and 
transfers between Château stays.

Girls Only – Art, Pampering, Culture
25–29 April 2024
From €2,595/person for 4 nights/5 days based 
on 6 women.
Includes: all meals with welcome Apero, French 
breakfast, lunch at the Château and dinners with 
French wine, cooking classes, daily stretching 
and guided walks, all village transportation, art 
supplies and pampering treatments.

At Château Mas de Pradié we offer exclusive curated experiences  
that all have that “joie de vivre” of Food, Wine and Culture. 

No matter which experience you choose, they all include great wine, 
market days and visiting a few of the most beautiful villages in France – 

you will want to try them all!

2024

Full details at 
www.tasteofaveyron.com

melissa@thechateausisters.com

9am–5pm Monday to Friday
Locally owned and operated by Fay Allen BCom CA

4093 8222           info@kurandavillageaccountancy.com.au
kurandavillageaccountancy.com.au 

Providing the following professional services:

Individual Tax Returns
Business

GST and BAS Preparation
Partnerships, Companies and Trusts

Self Managed Superannuation Funds
Business Setup Advice (first consultation free)

Entity Structure Advice
Bookkeeping

The Tax Team – Simone, Jena, Fay and Linda.

Oops, that’s the sound, the sound of human error.
Oops, I really got to keep it together.

The wash of emotion lost on the blur as the cat sprang  
from the bag on a tongue soaked on the absurd.

Oops, I should have known better.
This mistake is now pear shaped, ridiculous news didn’t need to be heard.

Now new concerns, as expectations and deflations all swerve on the curve. 
Emotions hit the bend, as a can of worms gets turn up on end.

Oops, I should have known better 
I got to try to keep it together.

I really don’t understand why this mouth of mine can be so blind.
There are times I would like to cut out this tongue of mine.

Oops, I should have known better that’s the sound, the sound of human error.
I have really got to get it together.

Christopher Headmesser – Hip Pocket Poetry Presents (on Facebook)

OOPS!

Saturday 30 September
Cantata Studio, 11 Punch Close, Kuranda
10am to 1.15pm

Cost: $35 per person

Create your own handmade books using three different stitching 
methods. BYO materials, equipment supplied.

BOOKINGS: 0427 553 447 or email toni@cantatastudio.com

Sampler Book Binding

Workshop Opportunity

with Rose Rigley

with Rose Rigley

WORKSHOP

Rose Rigley is a Cairns/Gimuy-based visual artist who values 
engagement, connection and collaboration. She utilises a broad range 
of media, including artist books, sculpture and installation, to consider 
concepts of personal memory. Recollection, loss and language overlay 
her artworks and inform her creative intentions. 

On Saturday 30 September she will be available to share her skills and 
knowledge in a one-off book making workshop at Toni Roger’s Cantata 
Studio in Kuranda. For more information about the workshop contact 
Toni on 0427 553 447 or via email toni@cantatastudio.com

For more information on Rose Rigley and her art visit her website  
www.roserigley.com

Rose will also be exhibiting at the Tablelands Regional Gallery in Atherton 
in September. 
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www.kurandaartscoop.com
Cnr Coondoo & Thongon Streets • 4093 9026The Focus on Kuranda 

Photography Group 
is a Facebook group for 
photographers of all 
levels. Photos featured 
here have received 
the most 'likes' for the 
previous month (at the 
time of going to print). 

AMRE_Slashes signboard x 3_866x180.indd   3

17/08/2017   12:30 pm

"Goanna basking in the sun – Speewah"   
Elly Veivers (25 July 2023) JULY

Three of our Arts Co-op members participated in the Mareeba Arts Society 60th Anniversary 
Exhibition in July. Lieselotte Edwards received a Commended mention and Cathy Harvey 
received a Highly Commended. Also a mention to Magnolia Brooks who won two First prizes, 
one for the fibre art category and one for soft sculpture. 

Above: “Under His Wings” by Lieselotte Edwards.

Right: “Everlasting Alliums” by Cathy Harvey.

What does he want to do with it? Another 
interesting question. It's a matter of distribution 
of tasks and responsibilities. If Hunsinger is not 
happy with the paintings by Otiose, well, they 
can discuss their differences easily.

A number of abstract works by Otiose Limner 
will be on display from August 2023 on the white 
wall of Café Mandala.

In the meantime, artificial intelligence is 
working on his biography, which will be available 
soon for those who want to know more.

New Artist
We are delighted to welcome Jennifer 
Walton to our Gallery. Jennifer is currently 
working with palm sheaths, soaking and 
manipulating to create an array of unique 
shaped vessels, embellished with seeds 
from the palm inflorescence and other 
natural fibres from her garden. Jennifer 
also works with natural fibres and textiles, 
recycling materials wherever possible.

And…An occasion to meet Otiose 
Limner
A few weeks ago, Hunsinger, in a sudden 
mid-life crisis (at 85), decided to create 
another alias. Tired of his other alias 
TEVAL, he decided to use the name of 
Otiose Limner, an alias he used years ago, 
a name that fit his feelings.

"Why?" you may ask.
"Why not?" he replies.
"Why Otiose?" you ask again. Well, 

look it up in the dictionary or take him for 
a coffee...

Alexander Palm 
Sheath bag by 
Jennifer Walton.

Right: Artwork by Otiose Limner
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Two-storey high, unique Dinosaur Skeleton,
fossil and gemstone museum, gift shop,

gemstones, crystals and jewellery.
Located at the Original Kuranda Rainforest

Markets – look out for the
big Dinosaur out the front!

FREE ADMISSION

7–11 THERWINE STREET, KURANDA
emuridgegallery@bigpond.com

Wed–Sun
9am to 3pm

DINOSAURS IN 
KURANDA

0408 728 711

THAI KAI CAFE
TAKEAWAY OR DINE IN

11am–7.30pm Wednesday to Friday
11am–3pm Saturday

Closed Sunday, Monday & Tuesday  

**Bookings required for dining**

The Red House, 24 Coondoo St, Kuranda
Phone 4093 8770

OPENING HOURS

BYO

T a c o s
 E m p a n a d a s  

P l a n t a i n  c h i p s
C o r n  F r i t t e r s
B i g  b r e a k f a s t

O m e l e t t e
C o f f e e

F r e s h  J u i c e s

K U R A N D A  O R I G I N A L  R A I N F O R E S T  M A R K E T S

O P E N  W E D - S U N
0 4 1 0 7 7 5 1 7 5

T R A D I T I O N A L  L A T I N  A M E R I C A N

F O O D ,  C O F F E E  A N D  F R E S H  J U I C E S

L A  F O N D A  L A T I N A

Tel: 0403 210 431
leon@waterboresqld.com.au
www.waterboresqld.com.au

WaterBores QLD are your local water drilling specialists

Based in Kuranda and servicing Far North Queensland

Call Leon for a free site inspection and quote

• Domestic bores • Stock bores • Irrigation bores.

kurandahistory@gmail.com
PO Box 896, Kuranda
Kuranda Historical Society

Working with the Kuranda community to preserve  
our history and tell our stories

Do you know where Kuranda’s historic 'Anzac Park' (also 
known as 'Rotary Park') is located? It’s the shady park on 
Therwine Street across the road from the Kuranda Original 
Rainforest Markets and Honey House Kuranda, and adjacent 
to the Heritage Markets. Nearby is the original Kuranda 
graveyard established over a century ago (see photo of single 
remaining gravestone). 

This park was created in 1988 after the Kuranda bypass 
road was built (late-1980s) and left it as unallocated public 
land. In the same year, Kuranda Rotary and Kuranda RSL 
put together a comprehensive community amenity plan for 
the area with the intent of providing an easily accessible 
'green space' where both visitors and locals could rest and 
cool off. Anzac services were observed there and later these 
services moved to Centenary Park. 

A botanical park of local rainforest trees was planted, and 
a water bubbler, waterfall and wishing pool was installed, as 
well as a barbeque and shelter shed. 

The park has provided an important shady place for locals 
and tourists. Importantly, it provides an area for Kuranda’s 
First Nations people to gather comfortably in town, on what 
has been their land for thousands of years.

Sadly, this area has been neglected for several years. 
Common pioneer tree species have sprung up creating a dark 
and tangled feel to the well laid out rainforest garden. The 
paths are buckled and uneven with bulging root systems. The 
Rotary Club’s water feature has been disconnected and left 
to accumulate dirt, rainwater and garbage. The barbeques 
and water bubbler have been removed reducing the public 
amenity of the area. 

Driven by complaints about the now neglected and 
perceived 'unsafe' nature of the park, Council has released 
plans to refurbish the park i.e. to open the park for more 
natural light and airflow, removal of 'hiding places', and 
reconfiguring the park to include a minimum of four more car 
parks on Therwine Street. The shelter shed and the defunct 
water feature are slated to be removed after consultation 
with Mareeba Rotary, who, in the absence of an active 
Kuranda Rotary, were not opposed to the idea. The cost of 
the proposed changes is recorded in the Council budget as 
$300,000.

On 25 July, Kuranda Historical Society (KHS) 
representatives met with the Mareeba Shire Council Mayor 
and Chief Executive Officer to present ideas that would 
preserve and enhance the historic and natural amenity of 
the park. We offered to work with Council to create a History 
Walk through the park and would like to include this area in 

KURANDA’S HISTORIC ANZAC PARK –  
RECOGNISE ITS PAST AND HELP SHAPE ITS FUTURE

a proposed Kuranda History Trail app.
We were informed that the plans for the park are out for 

consultation and they are not a 'done deal'. It was agreed that 
any proposal to preserve and enhance the park put forward 
by Kuranda residents would be looked at. 

The Council’s proposed plans for Anzac Park can be found 
at www.msc.qld.gov.au/current-community-consultation. 
If you feel strongly about protecting and improving the 
park’s historical aspects and would like to feed into our 
re-design process, please provide comments to KHS at 
kurandahistory@gmail.com to include in our submission 
to Council. Get involved to make the best of the proposed 
changes!

If anyone has more information about the park and its 
history please contact us at kurandahistory@gmail.com. 

Planning for the Future Workshop –  
Saturday 13 August

We invite all members and community supporters to a 
planning meeting in August ahead of our AGM in September. 
We would like to review the KHS Strategic Plan for ideas, 
historical projects of any kind, brain-storm options for 
displaying historical artefacts and discuss options for a 
Record Management System. 

AGM 17 September – Committee members needed

Kuranda Historical Society Annual General Meeting will be 
held at the KHS Offices in Centenary Park on 17 September 
2023. We have a good committee, a Strategic Plan that we are 
solidly working through, and very practical administrative 
systems in place, but we need a secretary. 

Membership Reminder 

Your Kuranda Historical Society Membership is due 
in September of each year. It’s only $15, but across 
the community it adds up to be enough for us to keep 
plugging away at bringing Kuranda’s history together. 
If you wish to pay your 2023 memberships now or join 
the Kuranda Historical Society, please send an email to  
kurandahistory@gmail.com. 

View from lower Therwine Street, looking 
up towards Centenary Park. Anzac Park 
is located on the right in this photo and is 
between the two markets on land which was 
once the Old Kennedy Highway before the 
bypass was built in the late-1980s. 

The grave of 
JWH Keating 

(Kuranda 
pioneer) located 

on the edge of 
Anzac Park. 
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P I L A T E S
KURANDA

Pilates for Every Body

your mat class with more..

serving Kuranda for over 8 years

find us on Facebook

classes with a quality, personal touch

7 classes a week

Contact Davini on 0414 994 123 
Jaide on  0488 229 700

O

www.minibeastwildlife.com.au

Alan Henderson, Minibeast Wildlife

Top: A local species yet to be described by scientists and given an 
official species name. For the moment we can only refer to it by its 
common name, the ‘Tiger Huntsman’.
Photo: Alan Henderson
Above: The Kuranda Katydid (Caedicia kuranda), a species 
described by Dr David Rentz. It is one of many species of green 
coloured katydids found locally.
Photo: David Rentz

Species is a word we use regularly in our 
nature articles, yet people are not always 
clear on its meaning. Most simply defined, 
a group of organisms belong to the same 
species if they are capable of interbreeding 
to produce fertile offspring. This, however, 
has many exceptions and does not fit all 
organisms perfectly; such is nature with 
all its complexity. It is the best method 
we humans have come up with so far 
to classify the living things around us. 
We shouldn’t be surprised that we 
cannot define a species perfectly, as it 
is a concept which we have made up 
ourselves to organise and make sense of 
the complex living things around us. 

A species is the end point of our biological classification 
system. The system has seven major divisions: Kingdom, 
Phylum, Class, Order, Family, Genus and Species. The 
scientific name given to animals and plants is the genus and 
species name they have been assigned and is often referred to 
as the binomial name. Closely related organisms may share 
the same genus, but have a different species name – e.g. 
the Agile Wallaby Macropus agilis, and the Red Kangaroo, 
Macropus rufus. Both belong to the same genus Macropus, 
but are different species.

In the past, classifying animals into a species has been 
done by a group of scientists called taxonomists who look 
at a combination of the animal’s physical features, along 
with some knowledge of where they are found in relation 
to other known species. Fine measurements and a great 
deal of attention to detail is required, but sometimes it is a 
very difficult task – particularly when it comes to classifying 
tiny invertebrates. Today DNA technology is becoming a 
useful tool in classification and can not only determine how 
closely animals are related to each other, but which common 
ancestors they share. In some cases, this has changed some 
of our previous classifications which were based purely on 
physical characteristics. 

Naming a species is big job and requires the scientist to not 
only study the particular organism in minute detail, but also 
to ensure that no one else has done so already. This includes 
examining specimens and publications held by museums 
and universities all around the country (and overseas in 
some cases) to cross reference and check the identity of the 
‘new’ animal or plant. New species are discovered and named 
regularly, particularly in the invertebrate world, and it is not 
surprising. Estimates of the number of invertebrate species 
in the world range from 1.5 million to 10 million, compared 
with 36,000 vertebrate animals – most of which have already 
been classified.

Here in Kuranda, we are lucky enough to have many great 

Amber Robertson 
Spiritual Counsellor/Energy Healer
Atherton Tablelands
0418 373 786
womenswellnesssanctuary.com

• Spiritual Counselling
• Reiki Energy Healing

• Guided Image Therapy
• Crystal Therapy

@womenswellnesssanctuary

scientists 
that have chosen to 
reside in this incredibly biodiverse region. 
One of which is world renowned insect taxonomist Dr David 
Rentz. David’s life-long work has involved classifying insects, 
particularly katydids, crickets, grasshoppers and cockroaches. 
He has described a significant number of species from 
around Kuranda alone. Spotting these ‘new’ species usually 
takes a trained eye and microscopic examination as they 
are often very similar to others closely related to them. Over 
the years David has spent countless hours looking through 
microscopes at the minute details of insect specimens to 
document and classify these critically important animals.

On occasions however, undescribed species turn up and 
they are so obvious it is hard to imagine how they managed 
to go unnoticed this long. In 2006, while doing field work for 
Melbourne Museum, we were fortunate enough to discover 
a spectacular huntsman spider in this region which had yet 
to be scientifically classified. From the moment we saw it we 
knew it hadn’t been documented. We didn’t recognise the 
spider at all. It was large, bright orange/yellow with black 
markings. We photographed it and sent it to a specialist 
huntsman spider taxonomist. It didn’t match any of the 
almost 150 huntsman spiders already classified, but was 
physically similar in some respects to those in the genus 
Typostola. DNA work on this animal had reinforced its place 
in the genus. Unfortunately, due to the lack of taxonomists 
working on huntsman spiders in Australia, nearly 20 years 
later, it still hasn’t been officially described. This isn’t unusual 
though, as due to the sheer number of invertebrates, there 
is a huge number of undescribed species with specimens 
lodged in scientific collections around the world just waiting 
for the limited number of taxonomists to work their magic 
and publish their findings.
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143 BYRNES STREET MAREEBA 4880

open weekdays 8.30am to 5pm

INCOME TAX
SUPERANNUATION

ACCOUNTING
ASSET PROTECTION

BOOK KEEPING
WEALTH CREATION

AUDIT
4092 1244

mareeba@grubersbeckett.com.au

• Sand Fills • Site Cleanups
• Landscape Work
• General Excavation
• Post Hole Borer 300/450/600mm

SERVICING KURANDA AND DISTRICT

Call Tony
0432 773 351

The Board of the Wet Tropics Management Authority has 
released its latest position statement supporting the Uluru 
Statement from the Heart, in particular, a First Nations Voice 
to Parliament enshrined in the Australian Constitution.

The Authority’s Chair, Chrissy Grant, said the Board 
recognises Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples 
are best placed to shape the solutions that will help their 
communities to overcome the systemic disparities and 
disadvantage.

“The Authority acknowledges the significant contribution 
that Indigenous Peoples have made, and continue to make, 
in the stewardship of the World Heritage Area, and we are 
privileged to partner with Rainforest Aboriginal Peoples to 
manage the cultural and natural heritage values within the 
Area,” Ms Grant said.

“In the spirit of reconciliation, we acknowledge our 
dark past. When the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area 
of Queensland (the Area) was listed, without the consent 
of Rainforest Aboriginal Peoples, in 1988, it was only the 
region’s environmental values that were recognised, and not 
the rich cultural history of Rainforest Aboriginal Peoples.”

However, the Authority has made significant headway in 
righting this wrong, since the signing in 2005 of the Regional 
Agreement with Rainforest Aboriginal Peoples, an agreement 
we are currently working to refresh.

Ms Grant said that liaising with the Traditional Custodians 
of the Wet Tropics is now central to all the work the Authority 
conducts as part of its responsibility for protecting and 
managing the environment, biodiversity and heritage values 
of the Area.

“The Area is home to the world’s oldest continuously 
surviving tropical rainforests and the traditional lands of one 
of the world’s oldest cultures.

In making its position known, the Board recognises and 
respects that there are a range of opinions and diversity of 
views from Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians 
regarding the Uluru Statement.

“We do not purport to speak for any sector of the 
community, but as an organisation that has the responsibility 
of protecting and presenting the Wet Tropics World Heritage 
Area for the benefit of all humanity, we respectfully offer our 
perspective to be included in the national conversation,” Ms 
Grant said.

“We acknowledge that everyone is entitled to reach their 
own decision come the referendum, and we encourage all 
Australians to consider the invitation and opportunity with 
an open heart and an open mind as we move forward to this 
historic referendum.”

Source: Wet Tropics Management Authority

Wet Tropics Management Authority 
Board supports an 

Indigenous Voice to Parliament

Rare opportunity at the 
Queensland Museum Kuranda's Butterfly Man

In a truly exceptional event, one of the rarest treasures from 
the Queensland Museum collection was unveiled when The 
Butterfly Man of Kuranda: The Dodd Collection 
opened at Queensland Museum South Bank in Brisbane on 
Friday 28 July. It is the historic F.P. and A.P. Dodd Collection 
of Tropical Insects from Australia and New Guinea.

This unrivalled display includes meticulously arranged 
showcases dating from the early 1900s to the 1960s – it is 
a rare opportunity to witness an extraordinarily biodiverse 
display of insects and visitors will discover a world brimming 
with these mesmerising creatures.

The exhibition will run until 14 April 2024 and features 
nine display cases at a time, alternating in intervals. This 
rotational approach ensures the long-term preservation 
of one of the state’s premier collections under carefully 
controlled environmental conditions, ensuring safeguarding 
for future generations.

Each display captures the essence and allure of these rare 
specimens, reigniting a deep appreciation for the art and 
science of collecting.

THE ROTATIONS
Rotation 1: Jewelled Grandeur
28 July – 22 October 22 2023
In 1884 Frederick Parkhurst Dodd was a 23-year-old bank 
clerk who, after being unwillingly transferred from Victoria 
to Townsville in remote, tropical Queensland, took up 
butterfly collecting, and soon became so engrossed in natural 
history that he left the bank in 1895, determined to make an 
independent living from insects. The first suite of cases from 
the Dodd Collection on display includes the 'Grand Parade', 
featuring beautiful metallic Christmas beetles, flower chafers 
and stag beetles artfully arranged in mesmerising concentric 
circles.

Rotation 2: The Ghosts of Kuranda
23 October 2023 – 28 January 2024

After a violent cyclone devastated his house in Townsville. 
Dodd and his growing family moved to Kuranda in the 
heart of the rich and unexplored rainforests of the Cairns 
region. As Kuranda became a popular tourist destination, 
Dodd developed a show collection of spectacular insects in 
his home. These striking display cases allowed him to share 
the beauty of rainforest insects with the general public. The 
second rotation of the Dodd Collection includes a showcase of 
nocturnal moths in beautiful muted, pastel shades, including 
the rare ghost moths of the genus Aenetus. 

Rotation 3: A Brilliant Family
29 January 29 – 14 April 2024

All six children of F.P. Dodd were steeped in insect lore from 
an early age and played a vital role in the family’s insect 
enterprises. Displaying the collection became a tradition 
among the Dodd family. Dodd's son, Alan, had a brilliant 
career as a professional entomologist. He made three visits to 
New Guinea to pursue moths and butterflies, arranging them 
into striking showcases to complement his father's older 
cases and form an important part of the Dodd collection. This 
final showing of the Dodd collection includes some of Alan 
Dodd's cases of striking New Guinea jezebel butterflies and 
blue birdwing butterflies from the Solomon Islands.
Visit www.museum.qld.gov.au for more information.

Left: Frederick Parkhurst Dodd c. 1930. Photo courtesy State 
Library of Queensland
Below: Ulysses Butterflies – Dodd Collection of Tropical Insects; 
Phalacrognathus muelleri (Coleoptera: Lucanidae); New Guinea 
butterflies. © Queensland Museum, Peter Waddington.
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www.kurandaconservation.org

The KCons Community Nursery is nearly always open!

This community NATIVE PLANT NURSERY  
specialises in plants that belong here. 

You can get BIN STICKERS at the nursery or order online at 
kurandaconservation.org 

SNAKES: Many call-outs for snakes.  
We’re happy to relocate an unwanted snake. 

We can refer you to WILDLIFE CARERS for injured wildlife.

 Want advice on what to plant at your place? Give us a call.

Two BOX TRAILERS available for you to borrow – 4093 8834

Car parking in Kuranda is permanently on the 
agenda. Visitors won’t visit our town if they can’t find 
somewhere to park. We need carparks for our town 
to survive and thrive. The pressing question is where. 
Mareeba Shire Council presented us with a draft plan 
to take out a number of mature native trees so that 
Therwine Street can be widened to make about four 
new car spaces. A list of suggested replacement 
plants was presented, claimed to be native, of which 
about two-thirds were not native.

We think there is a better way. Our team visited the 
site on Saturday 22 July and attempted to identify 
the existing trees under threat and to search for a 
more appropriate site where there are no trees to 
remove and might even allow for more carparks. 
The register we produced (thanks to Jo Martin) 
will form the basis of discussions with Council. Jo 
has also produced a map with suggestions of other 
places which might be considered appropriate for 
car parking. Win/Win? Let us know if you have any 
suggestions you’d like Council or the participating 
community to take into account. Watch this space.

WHAT’S THE BIG DEAL WITH PLANTING  
NATIVE PLANTS? 

When you plant non-native plants, you are denying 
the local critters habitat – a place to live and food. 

PAVE PARADISE, PUT UP A PARKING LOT
You might be glad that nothing is eating the plants 
in your garden, but that’s a bad sign. You’ve created 
a barren place. It might be pretty to your eye but 
it is, in fact, selfish. We take so much from the 
environment when we build our houses and roads, 
the least we could do is keep or restore some of the 
natural environment. Even replacing one of your non-
native trees with something native, would help.

CASSOWARY ART TRAIL

The Cassowary Art Trail is celebrating its first 
birthday at the Kuranda Colour Fest on 9 September. 
It’s always a fun event and a casual time to catch up 
with friends who you only see once a year. We plan to 
have one of the famous painted cassowaries on show.

For more information check the Cassowary Trail 
Facebook or Instagram pages.

If you would like to support the Cassowary Art Trail, 
donations can be given at via the website at  
www.cassowarytrail.com.au. Thank you!

WHAT’S HAPPENING WITH CASSOWARIES  
AT THE MOMENT

Many male cassowaries are now sitting on eggs. It 
won’t be fun in the wet weather and this may even 
affect the success of this year’s eggs hatching. The 

Flynn is a Common Brushtail possum that came into care at 
Batreach several months ago after he was found clinging to 
his dead mother. Flynn was fully furred and of a size that 
suggested he had left mum’s pouch and would have been 
riding on her back. On arrival, he started lapping possum milk 
formula and has now graduated to a mixture of vegetables, 
fruits and eucalypt leaves. Flynn is now a big healthy boy we 
hope to release in the near future. 

Vlad, a Little Bentwing-bat, was found by a member of 
the public near Mareeba. He was found on the ground with a 
wing injury as a result of a dog attack. Vlad is an adult male 
weighing in at 7 grams and would normally be living in a cave 
or a tunnel. He is thriving on a diet of mealworms. In the wild 
he would be munching between 50 and 70 mosquitoes and 
other flying insects per night. 
Peter Blyth (volunteer)

07 4093 8858 
info@batreach.com 
www.batreach.com

Visitors welcome to pre-book private tours by donation  
on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays  

between 10.30am and 2.30pm.

eggs are usually laid in a little bit of a hollow. While 
this keeps the eggs together and stops them rolling 
away, the hollow may fill with water and cause 
temperature and humidity problems for the chick’s 
survival. We don’t usually have as much rain at this 
time of the year.

Food’s been scarce in the past month or two and will 
be until the spring fruit start to ripen in a month or 
so. Might as well stay home and sit on eggs!

PROTECTING THE JUMRUM VALLEY

Responses from government departments and 
politicians have been slow or non-existent as we 
try to ensure an improved environmental outcome 
for what could be an outrageously damaging 
subdivision without safeguards to wildlife habitat 
and water ways. We refer to the subdivision of Fallon 
Road, pushing into good forest extending up to the 
Kuranda Springs area. Hopefully, next month we’ll 
have more promising information to publish.

A PERFECT TIME TO PLANT RIGHT NOW

With more good rain and low temperatures, just 
about anything you plant now will get a good head 
start for a harsher summer season to come. Trees 
will help to keep us and the soil cool, so some good 
advice – plant a tree. We have some good stock 
needing a permanent home. Drop by.

Batreach – Recent 
Arrivals

Left: Flynn the Common Brushtail possum. Photo: Peter Blyth.
Right: Vlad the Little Bentwing-bat. Photo: Ros Peric.

Kur-Alert Inc. has been observing activity including 
forest clearing, earthmoving and civil construction at 
the proposed 83-block subdivision on Fallon Road, 
Kuranda.

Many in the community have written to local 
members of parliament and compliance agencies. 
Kur-Alert Inc. were notified by mail on 28 July 2023 
that the Compliance and Enforcement Branch 
of Department of Climate Change, Energy, the 
Environment and Water (DCCEEW) is investigating 
the matter of alleged non-compliance. 

Kur-Alert Inc. will give a further update in the next 
edition of The Kuranda Paper.

Kur-Alert Inc.

JUMRUM SUBDIVISION UPDATE
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KURANDA BRANCH
20 Thongon Street
Email: qcwakurandabranch2@gmail.com
Booking Agent: Krishna Buhler 0427 937 348
President: Vicki Donovan 0400 791 345
Kuranda CWA Branch works within the QCWA Strategic Plan framework – 
Focusing beyond: overcoming isolation, healthy QLD women and our local 
community needs.

Kuranda Men’s Shed

Session Times

Men's Shed • Wed & Sat 8.30am–11.30am
She Shed • Friday 8am–1pm (until normal days resume soon)

116 Kuranda Heights Road  
Contact: Julia (President) mensshedkuranda@gmail.com

incorporating
KURANDA MEN'S SHED

KURANDA SHE SHED

new kuranda cwa committee
AGM – Our AGM was held on Friday 28 July with guests Mareeba Shire Council Mayor, 
Angela Toppin, the QCWA Far Northern District President, Meg Trimble and Vice President of 
Northern QCWA, Jeanette Weston attending. Thanks were extended to dedicated Committee 
Office Bearers who have completed their two year and four year terms – Vicki Donovan as 
President, Krishna Buhler as Treasurer, and Carol Jeans as Vice President. Officer Bearers 
appointed in new positions are – Carol Jeans (President), Sandra McCorry (Vice President), 
Krishna Buhler (Secretary) and Liza Soenario (Treasurer). New memberships are available 
through QCWA online.

Best times are busy times, a wise person once said. That means that the best times are heading 
towards the Kuranda Men’s Shed!

We begin on Saturday 12 August with our next Community BBQ outside the IGA – with 
a twist! Of course we will have some good ole’ Aussie snags on the BBQ, but we will also be 
serving up slow cooked brisket and gravy rolls… 16 hour slow cooked pulled meat, drenched 
in gravy on fresh rolls… MMM-mmmmm. Oooh-yeah that’s my style!

On Saturday 16 September, we will proudly host an Open Community Event. We have 
the fabulous Pat Woodcock visiting us for a discussion on the “Transition from Working to 
Retired Life”. This will be the first event where we will invite public speakers or practical 
workshops on a variety of issues affecting men (and women) in our area. We hope to make 
this a regular monthly event. Plans in the future include hosting our local Aged Care Advocate, 
as well as a nutritionist who will speak on what is needed to sustain an older body. If you 
have suggestions for (or are) a relevant speaker to the Men’s Shed demographic, please email 
mensshedkuranda@gmail.com. 

Moving on from upcoming events, we here at the Shed thought you might like to hear 
from some current members. Why did they join? Why does the Shed formula work? What are 
they making? Over the next months, we will introduce several of our members, and hopefully 
you can relate to at least some of them. We decided to start with John Todd, our current 
(long-serving) Vice President. 

John has been a member of the Shed since before it was officially formed! He was one of 
the inaugural founding members. When I asked him why he became involved in the Kuranda 
Men’s Shed project, he stated that he believed that it was needed in the local community – he 
saw a gap in the community i.e. a group addressing men’s mental health. “It helps men – 
keeping their hands busy. Once that happens, it becomes much easier for us to talk to each 
other about what’s on our minds. Talking over the top of a workbench is much easier than 
sitting at a table, and the easier it is to engage, the more likely men are to confide, ask for 
support, and to accept it.” John isn’t all talk either, he has been a hands-on member of the 
Shed the entire time. He has used it to learn and upgrade skills, source materials and then 
build his own personal projects – no less than, get this, four boats – actual boats! and all are  
functional (including a speedboat!). He is currently building a 16-foot canoe. Goodness only 
knows where he intends to paddle it – John and his wife are intrepid travellers, but you can 
be assured this canoe will be used. 

When I asked John to sum up the Kuranda Men’s Shed in a short sentence, he gave me 
a very short sentence indeed. “Camaraderie”, he said. The Oxford dictionary defines this 
as “Mutual trust and friendship…”. And you know what, I completely agree. It certainly is 
simple, plain and honest camaraderie. 

Julia (President)

Above: Fancy a tune? Ukulele fashioned by John Todd.
Above right: Boat nearing completion – built and launched by John Todd.

Vicki Donovan our Country Kitchens 
Facilitator presenting her first ‘tasting’ of 

Pumpkin scones with CWA member  
Sonja Soenario. Photo: Krishna Buhler.

Country Kitchens – Our recipe this month 
– PUMPKIN SCONES (gluten free) and can 
be found at www.qcwacountrykitchens.com.au/
recipe/pumpkin-scones-gluten-free/

Recipe courtesy of Fiona McKenzie, Brisbane 
City Nights QCWA Branch

Serves: 10. Prep time: 15 minutes. Cook 
time: 15–20 minutes. 
Ingredients: 250g pumpkin, peeled and cut 
into chunks, 250g gluten free self-raising flour, 
50g coconut flour, 20g butter or margarine, 1 
egg (lightly beaten), ¼ cup milk (reduced fat).
Method:
PREHEAT the oven to 200˚C. Place baking 
paper on a biscuit tray. STEAM pumpkin until 
soft then puree. SIFT flours into a large bowl 
then rub in the butter or margarine. Add the 
pumpkin puree. MIX egg through the mixture 
and slowly add the milk until a soft dough forms. 
Turn out onto a floured or lined baking tray. FLOUR hands (in coconut flour) and pat dough 
forming a round 3 cm thick piece. Using the back of the knife to mark into wedges or squares 
(10 pieces). BRUSH dough with milk and bake in oven until golden, and firm when tapped. 
COOL, then split and serve with onion jam and low-fat cream cheese or top with ricotta and 
fresh spinach.

CWA monthly Members' meeting – will be held on Wednesday 9 August 9–11am.

Social Gathering – Every third Wednesday of the month for socialising opportunities. 
Wednesday 16 August 9am–12noon at the Kuranda CWA Hall. All welcome. 

WHAT'S ON AT THE CWA? 

Contact the following hirers for any enquiries regarding their activities:
Yoga in Rainforest – Aileen 0419 726 955
Yoga with Tina – 0499 593 119
Taekwon-Do – Jeff 0437 438 196
CWA Dance Group – Sandra 0447 737 415
AA Group – 1300 222 222

Hall Hire Available – The CWA Hall is close to the village, has a large safe space, air 
conditioning, kitchen, toilets, furniture, disability access, professionally cleaned, parking, 
and flexible hire times. Also a cheaper smaller space for up to 4-person activity along front 
of hall. We currently have hire availability on Mondays 11am–5pm. Tuesdays 11am–5pm. 
Wednesdays (1st, 4th and 5th of month 12–5pm) otherwise 8am-5pm. Thursdays until 5pm. 
Friday all day at present. Most Saturdays. Sunday afternoons. Please enquire as bookings can 
change. We also have a smaller private space at front of Hall for cheaper rate 0429 737 348.

QCWA State Northern Vice President Jeanette Weston, 
congratulates Liza Soenario newly appointed Treasurer 

for the Kuranda Branch. Photo: Krishna Buhler.

I’m here to hear R U OK?Day 2023
R U OK?Day is on 14 September 
2023 and R U OK? are calling on 
Australians to let the people they 

care about know; "I’m here to hear" 
every day of the year.
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The earliest national parks in Queensland are reasonably 
well known. Witches Falls (now part of Tamborine National 
Park) started the ball rolling in March 1908, followed closely 
the same year by Bunya Mountains, Blackfellows Knob (now 
part of Main Range) and Fairy Bower (which was revoked in 
1951). The following year saw Cunninghams Gap (now part of 
Main Range) and Millstream Falls national parks come into 
existence.

And that's where the history of national parks in 
Queensland starts — or so we thought. In the process of 
searching old editions of the Government Gazette for early 
timber reserves and State forests, a most unusual and totally 
unexpected national park came to light.

Many timber reserves and several State forest reserves 
existed well before 1906 when The State Forests and 
National Parks Act of 1906 was enacted. These were 
established as special purpose reserves under the relevant 
Land Act of the day. The first timber reserve was published 
in the Government Gazette in 1870. By December 1904, the 
total area of timber reserves throughout the state stood at 
3.67 million acres (nearly 1.5 million hectares).

When the new legislation for creating State forests and 
national parks came into force on 1 January 1907, there 
were many existing candidates ready to be proclaimed as 
State forests under its more protective provisions. The first 
five — Mount Me, Baracula, Burncluith, Mount Mistake and 
Blackdown Tableland — were proclaimed on 6 June 1907. 
The very first national park established under that legislation 
was the 324-acre Witches Falls (131 hectares) proclaimed on 
26 March 1908.

What wasn't known, or expected, was that a reserve for 
national park purposes, similar to the early reserves for 
timber and State forest, had been proclaimed under The 
Land Act 1897 on 19 September 1900. It was published 
in the Government Gazette on 22 September 1900. The 
proclamation referred to a (temporary) Reserve for National 
Park of about 7500 acres (3035 hectares). It was given the 
name Barron Falls. 

How did it happen?

There is no clear indication why national park status was 
chosen, particularly when there was no legislation providing 
for such status and, as far as can be ascertained, no area in 
Queensland had previously been given that title.

Nevertheless there was a desire in the north to keep the 
land next to Barron Falls in a reasonably untouched state. 
On 12 February 1898 the mayor of Cairns, Karl Aumuller, 
sent a telegram to the Minister for Public Lands regarding 
an “influential meeting of citizens” which carried a resolution 
that land near the falls should not be alienated and should be 
reserved for water supply and other purposes for the town of 
Cairns. A letter dated the same day from the town clerk to the 
Minister stated the same case in more detail.

A railway line had been built from Cairns to Kuranda and 
the Railway Department was keen to obtain reserve status 
over a large portion of land either side of the line. That part of 
the line, originally designed to terminate at Herberton, was 
opened in 1891. The train journey terminated in full view of 
Barron Falls which, at the time, was an unconstrained and 
spectacular waterfall.

A request had been made for this land to be given railway 
reserve status. However, a letter to the Commissioner for 
Railways dated 24 December 1898 notes that the Minister for 
Public Lands “does not see the necessity for the large reserve 
for Railway purposes, in the locality referred to, nor does he 
consider it expedient to grant same”. A strip of land one chain 
(20 metres) wide on either side of the line was considered 

sufficient for railway purposes.
The Commissioner for Railways had issued leases from 

1 January 1900 to a company called Chillagoe Railways and 
Mines Limited for two areas next to Barron Falls “to construct 
and maintain a drain conduit or pipe”. The company was 
keen to harness Barron Falls to generate electricity for the 
electrolytic treatment of copper and other ores produced in 
the Chillagoe district and had sought two leases over land 
above and below Barron Falls in December 1897.

However, the Crown Solicitor determined that the 
Commissioner for Railways did not have authority to issue 
such leases. In addition, the Land Commissioner for the area 
opposed the lease applications, arguing that “the erection 
of all reducing works in the immediate neighbourhood of 
the falls would greatly impair the beauty of the place, and 
spoil the reserve as a public park for which it was no doubt 
intended”.

These works did not proceed, but the proposal did 
highlight the potential value of Barron Falls for hydroelectric 
power generation. (A power station was destined to be built 
there, but not for another 35 years.)

That left the way open for some form of reservation to 
safeguard the land near the falls. Some of the area was 
already a Reserve for Public Purposes. Nevertheless, the 
call for a national park appears to have come from the 
Railway Departments district engineer in Cairns. Railways 
and tourism were strongly linked at that time. The Land 
Commissioner for Cairns, Mr T White, was in agreement and 
referred the proposal to the Under Secretary for Public Lands 
on 7 April 1900 with the following support: “With reference to 
the suggestion by the Railway Department that a large area in 
the neighbourhood of the Barron Falls should be reserved for 
a National Park, I beg to state that I consider this suggestion 
a very good one, and recommend that it be adopted”.

The recommendation did not stop there. On 8 May 1900 
it was referred to the Under Secretary of the Chief Secretary’s 
Department with the request that the matter be laid before 
the Premier for his consideration. The approval by Premier 
Robert Philp to proceed with the reserve for national park 
was dated 11 May 1900. 

Now this was much more than the normal process for 
establishing a reserve under the Land Act. It is possible that 
national park status was something totally new that needed 
to be cleared at the top; or it may have been that the land 
next to Barron Falls was considered important enough to 
need the Premier’s agreement before it was removed from 
the ‘selection’ process. In other words, before it was no longer 
available for private ownership and development.

Either way, the Government Gazette of 22 September 
1900 published a Proclamation by the Governor, Baron 
Lamington, stating that about 7500 acres had been 
temporarily reserved as a Reserve for National Park, Barron 
Falls, under the provisions of The Land Act 1897 — and that 
is how Queensland's very first piece of land with the title of 
national park came about.

The proclamation under the Land Act did not confer any 
special protection on those 7500 acres, and the status could 
easily have been cancelled. In this sense it was no different 
from Royal National Park, established in 1879 as a NSW 
Land Act reserve and regarded as Australia's first National 
Park. It too had no legal protection or special management 
provisions.

The next step

When The State Forests and National Parks Act of 1906 
(SF&NP Act) came into force on 1 January 1907, a likely course 
of action might have been to contemplate making the Barron 

Falls area a national park under the new legislation. After all, 
both Acts were administered by the same department (Public 
Lands).

Such a move was seriously contemplated seven years later. 
In February 1914 the Land Commissioner for the area wrote 
to the Under Secretary for Lands in Brisbane stating that the 
Barron Falls area had become a popular tourist resort, and 
recommending that “to protect the beautiful native fauna, 
the whole of the reserve, inclusive of unalienated surveyed 
land, be permanently reserved under The State Forests and 
National Parks Act of 1906”.

The recommendation was not accepted by the Under 
Secretary based on a file note stating that “the Railway 
Department is interested in the Park and it may be thought 
wise some day for them to have control”. This was a strange 
decision, particularly in view of the 1898 action to limit the 
amount of land under Railway Department control and the 
fact that the original national park recommendation came 
from the Railway Department.

Another opportunity for the area to be permanently 
reserved came in 1919. Once again it was decided not to place 
the reserve under legislation for national parks. In that year 
Barron Falls National Park underwent an area change and 
a name change. On 7 June 1919 the Government Gazette 
announced that the area was reduced from 7500 acres to 
6700 acres and was no longer a Reserve for National Park, 
but was now designated as “Reserve for Park, Barron Falls”. 
Thereby, the first national park disappeared as enigmatically 
as it appeared.

Dropping the word “national” clearly acknowledged the 
fact that national parks were now established under The State 
Forests and National Parks Act of 1906. There was obviously 
no intention to upgrade Barron Falls to National Park status 
under that Act at that time. Given that a power station was 
being considered, proclamation as a National Park under the 
SF&NP Act would mean any revocations could be carried out 
only by passing an Act in Parliament. As Barron Falls was a 
Land Act reserve, any area changes, such as occurred in 1919 
and 1933 (to facilitate power station construction), did not 
require the scrutiny of Parliament.

The Government Gazette notice for the new Barron 
Falls Reserve for Park placed the area “under the control of 
Charles James Francis Miller as trustee”. No details of Mr 
Miller's provenance were provided in the proclamation. 
However, the Government Gazette of 19 May 1917 revealed 
that Charles James Francis Miller was appointed from 1 June 
1917 as Land Commissioner for the Cairns, Port Douglas, 
Cooktown, Innisfail and Ingham land agents’ districts, and 
Acting Land Commissioner for the Atherton and Herberton 
land agents’ districts.

But why appoint the Cairns Land Commissioner as 
a trustee when he was legally responsible for the reserve 
anyway? The answer lies in the powers available to the 
Commissioner to prosecute people for taking such things 
as orchids, ferns and other valuable plant material. The 
Commissioner relied on existing legal provisions, but these 
were not particularly helpful. As trustee he could introduce 
specific bylaws — and that is exactly what he did. Later in 
1919 the following bylaw came into force:

Any person who, without lawful excuse, removes, damages, 
or otherwise interferes with the flora, fauna, or anything  
in or upon the Reserve, shall be guilty of an offence, and 
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.

That was a particularly strong an all-encompassing 
provision, as it effectively protected everything. It was 
far broader than the protection offered to national parks 
established under the SF&NP Act at that time.

A National Park finally

Harnessing Barron Falls for electric power generation 
had been seriously contemplated since 1897. The initial 
hydroelectric power station was an underground facility 
at the base of the falls. It had a long gestation period and a 
difficult construction phase but was eventually opened by Sir 
Leslie Wilson, Governor of Queensland, in November 1935.

With that achieved, there was no longer any impediment 
to giving the reserve full national park status. In 1940, the 
Barron Falls Reserve for Park (R 167) was cancelled and 
Barron Gorge National Park (R 880), with an area of 7000 
acres (2833 hectares), was proclaimed under the provisions 
of The State Forests and National Parks Act of 1906. It finally 
became part of the expanding state-wide conservation estate. 

The 1900 Barron Falls Reserve for National Park has a 
truly unique place in the history of Queensland national 
parks. It can lay claim to being the first national park in the 
state, certainly in name if not in substance.

It was not, however, the first of many. As far as can be 
ascertained, no other Land Act reserve before or since has 
been proclaimed for national park purposes. For this reason, 
the honour of the first Queensland national park in name, 
substance, and legislative status, not to mention the first 
in a dynasty, still resides indisputably with Witches Falls 
National Park.

A Most Unexpected National Park
by Peter Ogilvie, Environmental Protection Agency

(now retired, and presently State President of the Wildlife Preservation Society of Queensland)

Story originally published in the Queensland Parks and Wildlife 
Service Bush Telegraph in Autumn 2008 to commemorate 100 years of 
Queensland National Parks 1908–2008.

Barron Falls.  
Photo supplied by 

Peter Ogilvie
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Protecting our inter-generational food-plant seeds

The Seedsavers groups in Far North Queensland have been 
getting around the ridges recently, and sowing the seeds of 
love, (just like the Tears for Fears song).

The wonderful Maria from Mareeba Seedsavers presented 
talks and shared seeds at the recent Regen permaculture 
weekend up at Wallaby Creek, which was well attended, and 
informative, with attendees leaving new food-forests in their 
wake.

Elf and Monika from Cairns Seedsavers were at the 
Family Project gathering at Koah Hall, giving away food 
seedlings, cuttings and seeds, sharing abundance out to local 
gardens. Why not become more resilient and self-sufficient 
in our region? It's a perfect place to grow so many varieties of 
food all year round.

Kuranda-Sprouts Seedsavers made their way to near 
Mareeba to enjoy and appreciate Ye and her family's amazing, 
abundant, organic multi-variety food garden. As is our usual 
format, firstly we sat around yarning while packing seeds 
to go into the local seedbank. Seedsaving friends Peter and 
Heather, from Mount Molloy Seedsavers, popped in to join us 
and share their excess seeds with our local seedbank, and we 
also had a wonderful gift-package from the prodigious Jane 
ManyLeaves, who with Annie Jenkins, brought Seedsavers to 
FNQ many years ago. Jane and her family grow most of their 
required food in their home garden near Babinda, and Jane 
has saved and shared an extraordinary amount of food seeds 
over the years as well as an extensive range of tropical food 
plants at Gordonvale markets and others. Her seeds will keep 
us busy packing for some time.

Ye and her family shared some jicama (yam-bean) seeds, 
and also some delectable sticky rice for us to enjoy. On 
asking, we discovered that Ye grows enough rice to feed her 

family for a year, out around Malanda, and so we asked lots 
of questions, and were so grateful that they shared planting 
and threshing and seedsaving wisdom, and also seeds of 
both sticky-rice varieties and sticky-corn, which none of us 
had heard of, for our seedbank. What a great gift for our 
community! They are dry land, or 'upland' rice varieties too, 
so do not require the water that rice varieties we are familiar 
with do. In fact, Ye tells us traditionally in Laos, the rice and 
other crops are planted with the rains, when the time is right, 
and then do not get watered for the duration, just utilising 
the seasonal rains, and harvested also when the time is right, 
before the rice can drop to seed. 

It is all in the timing and the intergenerational seasonal 
knowledge and the connected and interconnected awareness 
of these moments which over time have taught the Lao natural 
farmers to grow their abundant crops for their families and 
communities. In less abundant harvest seasons, the rice is 
mixed with the corn to increase the yield, though, we hear, 
is not as tasty mixed. Ye also shared with us several sticky-
corn varieties, black, purple and white, which all of us are 
keen to plant and enjoy, save the seeds and share out further. 
These are wonderful seedsaving moments when these kinds 
of treasures make their way to the local seedbanks, together 
with the stories of the living heritage of the seeds.

We all decided the rice was the most delicious we had 
ever tasted! A beautiful nutty nutritious taste and enjoyable 
texture.

How lucky are we that we can begin to learn these skills 
which have stood the test of time to feed people without 
any chemical inputs for all these generations? Ye uses only 
horse-manure, which she spreads out in the sun and turns 
and covers at various times depending on the sun and rain, 

0402 537 952

Laurence Capocchi
Your local guy looking after your TV problems

All with a friendly  smile!

• New Antenna Installations
• VAST and Satellite Installations

• NBN - Wifi Networks
• Data, TV and Phone Outlets

• Home Theatre & Sound Systems

Antenna Guy
Laurence

laurence.antennaguy@gmail.com

07 4093 8256
24 Coondoo Street, Kuranda
sproutkuranda@gmail.com

Phone orders welcome

OPEN FOR DINE-IN  
AND TAKE-AWAY

Saturday to Wednesday
7.30am – 2.30pm

NOW STOCKING... 
Mungalli Biodynamic 
Organic Ice Cream

and when the time is right, applies it to her soil, to provide 
all that is needed for the next season's crops. Simple and 
effective, and everyone was simply astounded at the quality 
of the food growing, amazed there were no grasshoppers etc. 
Ye said, once again, she plants at the right time to avoid the 
grasshopper time, intrinsic seasonal knowledge that is learnt 
by keen observation and experience, not by reading books.

For more information on Seedsavers meetings please 
email seedsavers@kurandaregion.org and check out  
kuranda.tv (on Youtube) for videos on gardening, 
permaculture, syntropic regenerative agriculture and many 
other topics. Seedsavers FNQ

Local seeds sprouting abundantly...

CHANNEL

Broadcast Kuranda

home grown
community media

kuranda.tv has reached a milestone!

Starting out in 2015, our online community channel 
has now grown to over 1,000 subscribers! Over these 
eight years, 744 videos have been created on all things 
Kuranda and region. 

Thanks to everyone who has signed on, and for all the 
constructive feedback you give.

Our local community content includes: local music, 
culture, art and creative sustainable living gardening and 
regenerative agriculture, community issues, media and 
events, news and views, podcasts and much more!

Want to publish your videos on kuranda.tv?
Share your content on the community channel,  
hello@kuranda.tv

Budding Journalist?
kuranda.tv is missing a hard-hitting local current affairs 
podcaster! Also a life-style podcaster, to capture stories 
of all our amazing Kuranda-region characters making 
the world a more beautiful place, sharing and caring, 
and doing good works to take our community in the right 
direction – so many stories to share. If this is you, email 
hello@kuranda.tv

A good deed, anyone?
We desperately need a recycled laptop for editing videos.  
Your outdated though perfectly functional laptop in the 
back of the cupboard is our treasure! Reach out to us at  
hello@kuranda.tv    Thank you!
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Later this year Australians will vote in a nation-wide 
referendum on the Indigenous Voice to Parliament. 

Referendums in Australia are rare. Only a few times in 
a lifetime do citizens get such a direct say, so it comes with 
some obligations on citizens to actively seek whatever they 
need to make an informed vote. 

In 1999 our last referendum proposed Australia become 
a republic. That was defeated, which is why we still have the 
King of England as our head of state.

Known as Federation, Australia became a nation in 1901 
when six British colonies—NSW, VIC, QLD, SA, WA and 
TAS—united to form the Commonwealth of Australia. Also 
in 1901, the White Australia policy was passed into law, 
legislating that only white (males) would be counted or vote. 
This was not dismantled until renounced by Whitlam in 1973 
and replaced with the Racial Discrimination Act in 1975. 

In the over 120 years since 1901, successful referendum 
proposals to alter the Constitution occurred on only five dates 
—1906, 1910, 1928, 1946—and then in 1967, it was 90.77 per 
cent of Australians who voted YES to count Aboriginal people 
as Australians for the first time. 

We all regularly vote for candidates in local, state and 
federal elections towards determining which political party 
or team will govern to make all decisions for us until the next 
election. 

But referendums are different. Because changing the 
Constitution has long-lasting effects, the vote must go 
directly to the people, who may cast their vote freely. That 
is, political parties have less influence (although they do 
try), with yes and no votes coming from all over the political 
spectrum. However, approval for Constitutional change is 
helped if there is cross-party support, as happened in 1967. 

How the Voice referendum came about

At Federation in 1901, Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander 
people were not mentioned in the Australian Constitution. 
Indigenous Australians have always sought to address this, 
particularly since the success of 1967 referendum. 

More recently at the 2007 federal election, our major 
parties made a bipartisan commitment to recognise First 
Nations people in the Constitution. 

In 2010 the Expert Panel on Constitutional Recognition 
was established, delivering their report setting out options 
for Constitutional change in 2012. In 2015, The Kirribilli 

Statement to recognise Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people in the Constitution as the first peoples of Australia 
was presented to then Prime Minister, Malcolm Turnbull, 
and Opposition Leader, Bill Shorten. This resulted in the 
appointment of the Joint Select Committee on Constitutional 
Recognition to report on steps towards a successful 
referendum. More at www.referendumcouncil.org.au

This also came with bipartisan support for nation-wide 
grassroots consultation. The Referendum Council embarked 
upon First Nation Regional Dialogues in 2016–2017 
across the country, with places reserved for First Nations/
Traditional Owner Groups to be included to have a say.

These Regional Dialogues culminated in the National 
Convention over four days at Uluru in mid-2017, which gave 
birth to the joint statement known as The Uluru Statement 
from the Heart (see below). This is what has led directly to 
the upcoming referendum. To succeed requires a majority of 
voters to vote YES nationally, plus it requires a majority in 
a majority of states, so four out of the six states must have a 
majority YES vote.

How to become an informed voter?

Given our history as a nation to date, the underlying question 
is, what sort of nation do you want Australia to be in the 
future?

Some may have already made up their minds which 
way to vote persuaded by politicians, colleagues, family and 
friends, the media or polls. But to cast an informed vote, 
this referendum comes with some obligations on citizens to 
actively seek more knowledge for themselves.

It’s important to maintain mutual respect in the lead up 
to the vote later this year. Debate can get heated, rancorous 
or even life-threatening as it did in the lead up to the same-
sex marriage vote in 2017. Since that passed, has the sky 
fallen in? 

How much do we really know about Australia’s past 
among the almost 30 per cent of Australians born overseas, 
or 50 per cent with one or both parents born overseas? It’s 
an understatement to say that contemporary Australia 
has changed dramatically in recent years. The last Census 
captured the extent of diversity across Australia, with over 
250 ancestries and 350 languages. Not that a true history was 
ever taught in Aussie schools for those born here anyway. 

Only by actively seeking the facts can one learn more. 

When ordinary citizens do so it strengthens our shared 
democracy. A multitude of resources is available online and 
in books in our libraries. Here are a few. 

I am contributing this article and resource list because I feel 
compelled to draw attention to the importance of the few 
referendums we ever get in our lifetimes, the obligation for 
citizens to actively inform themselves before voting, and how 
to access 'the detail' to become an informed voter in time for 
the vote.

Eve Stafford OAM, Kuranda

ADVERTISEMENT

THE VOICE REFERENDUM

Resources online:

• https://voice.gov.au/referendum-2023/referendum-
question-and-constitutional-amendment

• https://ulurustatement.org  
(Check Resources page too.)

• https://www.reconciliation.org.au
• https://shorturl.at/hGTX8
• https://shorturl.at/uSY17  

(Official Yes and No pamphlet)

Books:

• The Voice to Parliament Handbook: all the detail you will 
need https://shorturl.at/forGM ($12 at Kmart or BigW)

• Any books by historian Prof. Henry Reynolds 
(available at local libraries)

• Cairns City of the South Pacific: a history 1770-1995 
(available at local libraries)

• Everything You Need to Know About the Uluru Statement 
from the Heart https://shorturl.at/rGWZ8

This year Australians  
will vote in a nation-wide 

referendum on the  
Indigenous Voice to 

Parliament. 
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Astrology
THE STARS IN august

Rob hart

by

Resident Astrologer & Tarot Card Reader
Kuranda Heritage Markets
4093 0218 or 0499 548 456

The month of August begins with a full moon in 
Aquarius, the Sun in Leo and an earth trine between 
Mars in Virgo and Jupiter in Taurus. A wonderful 
wake-up call to leaders, technocrats and the rest of us 
earthbound humans.

The classic 60s rock musical Hair which celebrated 
the coming Aquarian Age gave us these very astrological 
lyrics "When the moon is in the seventh house (i.e. full ) 
and Jupiter aligns with Mars, then peace will guide the 
planet and love will steer the stars". OK, a bit trippy, 
but exact astrologically for this August. Let’s see how 
it plays out. We can at least put it into practice in our 
own lives and our village community, with Leo pride 
and Aquarian future-orientation. Mars and Jupiter 
contacts are always indicative of ‘winning’ and getting 
that little bit extra energy, motivation and desire.

Here are some specific points – if you have 13 
degrees of Virgo or Taurus in your birth chart, or if 9 
degrees of Leo or Aquarius are highlighted, then you’re 
on! Their position in your chart will indicate the area 
of life that’s being activated, and as they sang in Hair, 
"this is the dawning of the Age of Aquarius". One more 
sign of this reality. We’re all in this together and the 
vision of peace and love as the prime motivators of our 
involvement coming to fruition.

Not surprisingly, the month of August also ends 
with a full moon, with the Moon in Pisces and the Sun in 
Virgo. That takes our theme to another level – all which 
is sacred, compassionate, purifying and healing, with 
an emphasis on service and dedication, is contained in 
the energy fields of Pisces and Virgo. With the Sun and 
Moon our vitality, light, emotions and sensitivities, so 
there will be major shifts in our direction as individuals 
and communities obvious during August. I’m looking 
forward to see how this all unfolds.

You might also consider 7 degrees Pisces and Virgo 
as points of light and see where they put a focus in your 
birth chart and indeed in your life now.

By the way, sometimes with two full moons in the 
same calendar month, the second one is called a ‘blue 
moon’. This is not astrologically correct. Calendar 
months are a human fabrication. A ‘blue moon’ is so 
designated if two full moons fall in the same astrological 
sign. The second moon is the true ‘blue moon’, this can 
only occur if a full moon falls on one of the first two 
degrees of the sign, say for example at 1 degree Pisces, 
then the next full moon will fall on 29 degrees Pisces 
and is a true ‘blue moon’. Nothing to do with a calendar 
months. Just to clear up a popular misconception.

And a new lightning-strike on 17-18 August – Mars 
and the Moon align with Uranus, kapow! in another 
earth trine. The gods are getting impatient and strike 
hard with the 'wake-up' calls. "Look what can happen" 
they say loud and clear as the Sun in Leo squares up 
to Uranus and nudges Mars and Moon. These are big-
time action calls for all aspects of humanity and just 
as impactful on our own personal lives. 23 degrees 
Taurus, Virgo and Leo are the hot spots here. 

Have an amazing month I’m really looking forward 
to it.

Blessings

Kuranda Kindy Open Day 25 August! 
Kuranda Kindy is having an Open Day on Friday 25 August. 

We would like to welcome all families with young children 
to come along and enjoy a fun morning with us. The morning 
will start at 10am and finish at 12 noon. We will have lots to 
do including the slime tray, dinosaurs and volcanos in the 
sandpit, mud kitchen, painting and craft, bubbles, playdough 
and fresh fruit to enjoy. 

We will have raffle tickets available to buy for our big bike 
raffle and children can create lasting memories with picture 
plates if parents wish to purchase them. 

We are excited to let families know that we will be able 
to offer FREE KINDY for target age children in 2024! Target 
age is children born between 1 July 2019 and 30 June 2020. 
This is very exciting so please contact us or drop into the 
Open Day if you have any enquires about starting your child 
in Kuranda Kindy in 2024. 

If you have a child you would like to start this year and 
they are kindergarten age (children born between 1 July 2018 
and 30 June 2019) please contact us on 07 4093 8087 or via 
email kcka@westnet.com.au or for any enrolment inquiries.

Clockwise from top right: Process art, painting and crafts,  
risky play in the garden, and mud kitchen fun. 

Public health officials are warning people to take precautions 
against respiratory viruses, following a surge in Far North 
Queenslanders being hospitalised for the flu.

With major events such as the recent Cairns Show, 
Tropical Public Health Services (TPHS) is concerned that 
viruses such as influenza, Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) 
and COVID-19 may spread further in the community.

TPHS Director, Dr Richard Gair, said 2,042 people had 
been diagnosed with lab-confirmed influenza since the start 
of the year across the Cairns and Hinterland region. He said 
children aged 0-5 years accounted for 11 per cent of flu cases 
since the start of the year across the region.

“Influenza is a highly contagious disease that can infect 
a person’s upper airways and lungs,” he said. “Flu cases are 
increasing in our region, and this is quite a concern because 
we are currently in our peak tourist season. There is potential 
for flu and other respiratory viruses such as COVID-19 and 
RSV to spread rapidly and widely with the larger seasonal 
numbers of visitors in our region, particularly at large 
gatherings such as agricultural shows, festivals, concerts and 
markets.”

He strongly advised people to protect themselves and 
others against all acute respiratory illnesses by getting the 
free (until 31 August) vaccination for the flu and, if eligible, 
COVID-19.

The most effective precaution that people can take is to 
get vaccinated, he said. “Regular hand washing with soap and 
water, staying home when unwell, and keeping sick children 
at home are also important in preventing the spread,” he said.

“Face masks can help to stop the spread of respiratory 
disease, especially in places where it is difficult to socially 
distance.”

Cairns and Hinterland Hospital and Health Services 
Executive Director Cairns Services, Sue Henderson, said 

Cairns Hospital was managing the surge in patients being 
admitted with influenza and other infectious diseases.

“This time of the year, traditionally, is the busiest for 
Cairns Hospital as we experience seasonal influxes in 
infectious disease,” she said.

“All we are asking is for the public to do their part to help 
ease the pressure on our hard-working staff by doing the best 
things possible: getting vaccinated and staying away from 
work, school, or large social gatherings if you are unwell.

“Being vaccinated not only protects your family, but also 
helps prevent the spread of these diseases to your friends and 
loved ones.”

Until 31 August, influenza vaccines are provided for free 
for all Queenslanders of all ages, via pharmacies and GPs.

There are no changes for people already eligible under the 
National Immunisation program. People eligible under the 
National Immunisation Program should continue to access 
influenza vaccine from their usual vaccination providers.

For more information go to the Queensland Health 
website www.health.qld.gov.au.

Source: Cairns and Hinterland Hospital and Health Service 

Surge in FNQ flu cases prompts public health warning
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R A N G E R S  
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• 

TLC TREE SERVICES
Family owned and operated

Damien Woodcock
Professional Arborist

BASED IN KURANDA

• Qualified Arborist
• Fully insured • Ergon authorised

• Qualified and highly experienced climber
• Free quotes and advice

• No job too big or too small

Experience ranging from small trees through to 
advanced rigging, crane work, block clearing 

and controlled tree removal.

treelc.com.au
0408 150 734

treelopperscairns@gmail.com

The Kuranda Rangers have had an eventful month with 
plenty of action on the soccer field and a great fundraiser 
held at the Kuranda Recreation Centre. 

Women’s World Cup 

Special shout out this month goes to one of our active 
volunteers with the Club – Niamh Murray. Niamh a 
passionate Irish woman, who was delighted to find out 
one of the first Women’s World Cup games was Australia 
versus Ireland, so she decided to organise a ‘watch party.’ 
The Club pulled together and organised a BBQ, beers and 
a big screen to raise some funds for the Club! 

The night started straight after training and I think our 
young Rangers got four hours of training that night 
instead of the usual one, and then the game kicked off at 
8pm! It was a late night for some of our young Rangers 
as we all cheered on our girls (and the Irish in the crowd 
cheered on their girls) to see Australia take the win 1–0. 

Some of our Kuranda Rangers had never seen a World 
Cup match before, but the takeaway from the kids was 
that “it was the best soccer night ever.” From all of us at 
the Rangers, thanks Niamh for organising such a fun local 
night – and for some lifelong World Cup memories. 

KURANDA HORSE & PONY CLUB

N E W S
MARKETS – Mark in your calendar every second Saturday — when there will be markets on the Pony Club grounds. The 
markets are not organised by the Club, however, the stall fees are being donated to the Club. For more information or to book 
a stall please call Deb 0420 879 788. The next Market will be on 12 August.

ANNUAL GYMKHANA — By the time you read this, we will have hosted the Club’s Annual Gymkhana on 29 July. 
We would like to thank the following businesses who sponsored trophies and donated prizes for raffles for this event. 
Thank you to Mareeba Shire Council, Mayor Angela Toppin, Kuranda Vets, Brazzen FNQ, Narellan Pools,  Kuranda Pet 
Resort, Sundance Vets, Casali’s, NQ Stockfeed Smithfield, Mindfulness with Horses, Mareeba Leaques Club, Roc Stockfeed 
Atherton, Trinity Petroleum, Plumtack Clothing, Impulsion Elite Equine Wear, Equine Wellness Services.

Another huge shout out to local businesses who took up our new fundraising offer of new signage along the fence at the 
Club – we truly appreciate you supporting the Club. Thanks to Inspired Signs who have done a great job making these signs 
for Kuranda Vets, Narellan Pools, Casali’s, Central Vets, and Mindfulness With Horses.

ROOM FOR HIRE
The Club has an air conditioned room available for casual hire at great rates. It would suit a variety of uses e.g. meeting 
room, massage or yoga classes. If you are interested in viewing the space or need any more information please email  
kurandahpc@gmail.com

Keep up to date with what is happening at the Club on our Facebook page. If you have your own horse and would like to join 
the Pony Club in 2023, contact us for more information by email at kurandahpc@gmail.com or via our Facebook page.

Till next time, Happy Riding! Di Curtis, Club Instructor

Player Profiles

In the following months 
we are going to highlight 
some of our young players 
who have scored player 
awards in their matches. This month we have Ember from 
the Under 8s, and Max from the Under 9s. 

Name: Ember Age: 8

How long have you played soccer? About a year.
What is the best thing about playing for the Kuranda 
Rangers? They are a good team.
What position do you usually play? Depends, goalie, 
defence, midfielder. 
Do you have any other sports or hobbies? Hip-hop, ballet 
and painting!

Name: Max Age: 10

How long have you played 
soccer? About 2 years. 
What is the best thing 
about playing for the 
Kuranda Rangers? 
Teamwork, getting to 
know how to play as a 
team player better, kicking 
goals, dribbling, and 
smashing it!
What position do you 
usually play? Usually 
midfield or attack.
Do you have any other sports or hobbies? Karate and 
guitar

Big thanks again to all the Rangers volunteers, coaches, 
support from our local community, our sponsors and our 
mums, dads, and supporters! 

Go Kuranda Rangers! Above: Jodi, Christian, Andy, Niamh and Val. Photo: Lisa Still-Baker.

Above: Max. Photo: Lisa Still-Baker.

Above: Ember. Photo: Andy Baker.
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BAYU
BIDA
BIRRBIBIRRBI
DABUL
DJILNGAR
DJIMAMAN
DJIMBARU
DJIMURRU
DJINIL
DJUBU
DJULGIL
DJURRBAL
DUBAL
DUGUBIL
GALGA
GANDA
GIDI
GIMALA
GIRRNGGIRR

GUGAL
GUNAMBALA
GUNDJI
GUNDJINGARR
MADJAY
MANDAL
MILAY
MIRRIMBAL
MIRUU
MUGAY
MURRANGGAL
NIDA
NALAN
WAGAY
WANGAL
WAYMBIL
YALMA
YALNGGI
YIMBI
YIRRMBA

G I D I M U R R A N G G A L N I D A B

G I R R N G G I R R D U G U B I L K W

W A Y M B I L G U N D J I M A N D A L

M I R R I M B A L W A N G A L L R Z Y

B I R R B I B I R R B I W A G A Y M Q

G U N D J I N G A R R Y A L M A K T D

U B I D A T L G A L G A B A Y U R N J

N L D J M I R U U M D J I L N G A R R

A D J I M A M A N Y I R R M B A M G G

M J U M Y A L N G G I M A D J A Y M Z

B U R U D U B A L L D T M D J U B U M

A L R R G I M A L A A D J I M B A R U

L G B R D J I N I L B M I L A Y X Z L

A I A U M U G A Y M U D X G A N D A T

D L L G U G A L N A L A N Y I M B I M

WAYGAL-A-GALING BUWAL-WU 
Going looking for words

The Bama (people) of this area (bulmba) shared a common 
ngirrma, language.

The Djabuganydji, Bulwanydji, Nyagali, Yirrganydji and 
Gulunydji have lived here for millennia. The Djabuganydji called 
it Djabugay. The Bulwanydji called it Bulway.The Yirrganydji 
on the coast called it Yirrgay. The ‘ay’ sound at the end of these 
words sounds like the archaic English word ‘aye’ for yes. 

Some of their stories go way back in time. The Djabuganydji 

DJABUGAY
A guide to the pronunciation of Djabugay words

believe that once their hunting grounds stretched to the Barrier 
Reef. At the end of the last ice age there was a rise in sea-level 
that pushed the people back inland and created the present 
shoreline. Nowhere else in the world have people been able to 
preside continuously in one place for so long, passing on their 
stories to the present day.

The actual word ‘bulmba’ has many meanings: home, 
camping ground, territory, the weather and the authority of 

the elders, upholders of the Law. This bulmba is constantly 
changing, depending on the time of the year, the season and 
the weather.

Thanks to the Bulmba Rangers for help with selection 
of wordsearch words and to the Djabugay Tribal Aboriginal 
Corporations for their work in preserving the area’s linguistic 
inheritance.

     Michael Quinn

Vowel Sounds
/a/ is pronounced as the vowel in the (English) words  
 “some, “come” e.g. bama (person) 
/a:/ is pronounced like the /a/ sound in “father” but  
 longer e.g. buda:dji (carpet snake)
/i/ is pronounced like the /i/ in the word “bin” e.g.  
 bina  
 (ear)
/i;/ the vowel sound is lengthened and pronounced like  
 the vowel sound in “heat”, “beat”, “feet” e.g. biri:  
 (again)
/u/ is pronounced as the vowel sound in the English 
word  
 “book” e/g. mudu (back)
/u:/ the vowel is lengthened and pronounced as the vowel  
 sound in the words “good”, “tool”, “rule” e.g.  
 djungguu: (behind)
Consonants
/dj/ The sound is like a /d/ and a /j/ pronounced  
 simultaneously e.g. djulbin (tree)
/g/ is pronounced as in the word “gun” e.g. gindan  
 (moon)
/rr/ a trilled, or rolled /r/ as in Scottish pronunciation of  
 the word “sporran” e.g. burra-y (to fly) 
/r/ as in the American pronunciation of /r/ in car  
 e.g. biri (fire) 

/ny/ is like the initial /n/ in onion, like an /n/ and a /y/  
 pronounced simultaneously e.g. nyurra (you)
/ng/ as in the word “singer” e.g. bungan (sun)
/n.g/ when you see the n.g broken by a stop do not run 
the  
 two sounds together e.g. djin.gal (sky)
/ngg/ is pronounced as the ng sound in the word “finger”  
 e.g. nyinggarra (eel)
/ay/ is generally pronounced as in the English word “eye” 
 e.g. Djabugay 
Stress

When saying Djabugay words which syllables 
should we stress?

In words of two syllables, the first syllable is stressed e.g. bina 
(ear).
In words of three syllables, the first syllable is stressed e.g. 
ganyarra (crocodile).
However, if a long vowel occurs in the second syllable of a 
word of three syllables, it is stressed e.g. buda:dji (carpet 
snake). 
In words with more than three syllables, stress falls on the 
first syllable and on the syllable before the last one e.g. 
ganyarra – nggu (crocodile).

Language classes every Wednesday 6–8pm at 
Nyuwarri Estate (old Ngoonbi farm).

BAYU
BIDA
BIRRBIBIRRBI
DABUL
DJILNGAR
DJIMAMAN
DJIMBARU
DJIMURRU
DJINIL
DJUBU
DJULGIL
DJURRBAL
DUBAL
DUGUBIL
GALGA
GANDA
GIDI
GIMALA
GIRRNGGIRR.
GUGAL

GUNAMBALA
GUNDJI
GUNDJINGARR
MADJAY
MANDAL
MILAY
MIRRIMBAL
MIRUU
MUGAY
MURRANGGAL
NIDA
NALAN
WAGAY
WANGAL
WAYMBIL
YALMA
YALNGGI
YIMBI
YIRRMBA

WORD MEANINGS
BAYU: dome-shaped shelter.
BIDA: bark tray/bark canoe.
BIRRBIBIRRBI: small axe.
DABUL: a septum stick, nose peg worn by men and 
women.
DJILNGAR: shell headband for men, necklace for women.
DJIMAMAN: bush turkey trap, a long tunnel of lawyer 
cane arches.
DJIMBARU: throwing sticks, with a knob at one end, used 
for entertainment and hunting.
DJIMURRU: large wet-season house.
DJINIL: spearhead.
DJUBU: fighting boomerang.
DJULGIL: resin of euodia species and kauri pines, for 
attaching spearheads to shafts.
DJURRBAL: round-based dillybag made from dalmba 
grass.
DUBAL: bark water container.
DUGUBIL: cylindrical bark water container.

GALGA: spear, also gulu.
GANDA: digging-stick.
GIDI: paperbark.
GIMALA: firesticks.
GIRRNGGIRR: blue kauri. Its gum was used to make 
lights.
GUGAL: the drill part of gimala firesticks.
GUNAMBALA: hair belts worn by the men.
GUNDJI: nut-cracking rock.
GUNDJINGARR: the nut-cracking slab with little 
indentations for the nuts to sit in.
MADJAY: shield made from buttress roots of fig trees.
MANDAL: gum from bulnyan grasstree used to adhere axe 
and spear heads to their shafts.
MILAY: a spear-thrower.
MIRRIMBAL: a cockatoo feather headdress.
MIRUU: a club, thrown underarm to stun prey.
MUGAY: oval stone for grinding cycad nuts etc.
MURRANGGAL: large fighting spear.

NIDA: a barb on a spear, also ngadil, set into the spear 
head.
NALAN: the hearth-stick of a pair of gimala, the stick that 
lies on the ground.
WAGAY: sword, dubal wagay curved sword, gulwarra 
wagay straight sword.
WANGAL: boomerang. 
WAYMBIL: double-headed axe.
YALMA: cross-boomerang.
YALNGGI: rock with grooves for grinding axe heads.
YIMBI: bicornual lawyer cane basket.
YIRRMBA: fishing spear.

Buwal bugan Ngirrma bulmba-barra.
Speak the language belonging to this place.

Djabugay ngirrma Windjirri bugaa.

LANGUAGE CLASSES  
Wednesday evenings 6-8pm

Djabugay Aboriginal Corporation
Nyuwarri Estate (old Ngoonbi farm), 
1496 Kennedy Highway, Kuranda 

07 4093 8116 (business hours only)

ALL WELCOME
Learn about this endangered language with its storylore  

going back into the last ice age, with Michael Quinn  
and Bada Djaygul, Dennis Hunter

Photo: David Clode
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Words of wisdom  
from my 
Grandmother...

Sometimes life 
is about risking 
everything for a 

dream no-one can 
see but you.

beyondblue.org.au

1300 22 4636

@beyondblue @beyondblue

 

 company/beyondblue

OUR SERVICES:
• Supply Cardboard Caskets
• Information and Referral

• Provision of resources e.g. Will Kits

Margaret Yandell
Secretary/Director
0413 653 735
tender.fnq@gmail.com

Incorporated with Deductible Gift Recipient Status

P | 07 4057 6055 
E | northernbeaches.parish@cairns.catholic.org.au

W | cairns.catholic.org.au/parishes/northern-beaches

Serviced by the Northern Beaches Parish

Sunday Mass: 5pm
Wednesday Mass: 6pm

20 Barang Street, Kuranda

THOUGHT OF THE MONTH FROM THE BAHA'I FAITH

All enquiries welcome.
0419 632 286 | 4093 9571 | bahai.org.au
The Baha'i Community of Mareeba/Kuranda

Meditations/Reflections: all welcome to meditations 
on the sacred writings of the great religions, also discussion 
evenings, by arrangement.
Morning prayers: each Thursday at 8am, in Centenary 
Park, Kuranda followed by coffee.
Study Circles: are available in Kuranda and elsewhere, 
open to all interested, no cost..
Also regular events in Kuranda, Mareeba and elsewhere on 
the Tablelands and beyond. Open for all those interested.

SUNDAY 
8am Holy Communion
9.30am Sung Eucharist

5pm Evening Prayer

TUESDAY 
9am Holy Communion

ACTIVITIES
Home Groups, Alpha, A Life Worth Living, 

Sunday School

POSSUM CORNER OP SHOP
8.30am to 12.30pm Monday to Saturday

Enquiries to Chris Wright 
Phone: 4093 8735

Email: wrightc@iig.com.au

This month we read from St Matthews’s Gospel Chapter 15 
verse 21 to 28

Perhaps at some time someone forced us to do some 
painful growing. Probably at the time we didn't appreciate 
it, but afterwards we realised they were pushing us precisely 
because they knew we were capable of being more than we 
ourselves realised.

That happens to Jesus in this passage. He is travelling 
outside his own country. A woman comes to him with a 
request. An approach like hers is perfectly familiar to him but 
this particular encounter is to be different.

Jesus has withdrawn because he wishes to detach himself 
for a while from the unrelenting demands of the public role 
he had chosen. When the woman turns up; the fact that she 
deliberately calls him "Son of David- signals to him that she 
has heard of him and of his healing gifts. Her request is that 
Jesus heal her child.

Notice how very humanly Jesus reacts. In his tiredness 
and wish to escape he simply does not respond at all. That 
should come to us as assurance that Jesus understands and 
forgives our own times of failing to respond to this or that 
demand because we are simply worn out.

The disciples try once again to get rid of her, but the 
woman asks again. This time Jesus actually refuses her. He 
seems to feel that his public role is possible only within his 
own country and people. He is limiting himself. What we 
are seeing very clearly is the humanity of Jesus. Far from 
disappointing us it should assure us of the genuineness of his 
humanity.

But the woman does not give up. Once again she asks. 
Once again she is refused by Jesus, this time hurtfully. The 
reply she gets draws a very definite circle and shuts her out. 
But once again this courageous woman approaches. She takes 
Jesus' hurtful image of throwing crumbs to dogs and shows 

St Saviour's Thought for AugustANGLICAN CHURCH OF AUSTRALIA 

ST SAVIOUR’S 
KURANDA

"The conception of annihilation is a factor in human 
degradation, a cause of human debasement and lowliness, a 
source of human fear and abjection. It has been conducive 
to the dispersion and weakening of human thought whereas 
the realization of existence and continuity has upraised 
man to sublimity of ideals, established the foundations of 
human progress and stimulated the development of heavenly 
virtues; therefore it behoves man to abandon thoughts of 
non-existence and death which are absolutely imaginary and 
see himself ever living, everlasting in the divine purpose of 
his creation. He must turn away from ideas which degrade 
the human soul, so that day by day and hour by hour he 
may advance upward and higher to spiritual perception of 
the continuity of the human reality. If he dwells upon the 
thought of non-existence he will become utterly incompetent; 
with weakened will-power his ambition for progress will be 
lessened and the acquisition of human virtues will cease.

... When man is not endowed with inner perception he is not 
informed of these important mysteries. The retina of outer 
vision though sensitive and delicate may nevertheless be a 

him that for the love of her child and because of her trust 
in him she is prepared to beg if that is necessary. It is this 
that breaks through Jesus' resistance. Amazed by the sheer 
magnificence of this woman, he grants her request.

What we have seen is a person forcing the humanity of 
Jesus to realize that he is called to be what he really is, a 
spiritual resource for the world. What the episode says to us 
is that we may need to do a great deal of growing to become 
what God intends us to be. We need to be open to those with 
whom we come in contact who may force us, even if we do not 
want to, to grow.

Sometimes God may use someone or some circumstances 
in our lives to force us to grow towards what he really intends 
us to be.

hindrance to the inner eye which alone can perceive. The 
bestowals of God which are manifest in all phenomenal 
life are sometimes hidden by intervening veils of mental 
and mortal vision which render man spiritually blind and 
incapable but when those scales are removed and the veils 
rent asunder, then the great signs of God will become visible 
and he will witness the eternal light filling the world. The 
bestowals of God are all and always manifest. The promises 
of heaven are ever present. (Abdu’l-Baha)
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• Garden Design
• Maintenance
• Landscaping
• Lawn Services
• Earthworks

• Tree Services
• Stump Grinding
• Waste Disposal
• Construction
• Fencing 0405 906 555

LOCAL KURANDABUSINESS
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The Kuranda Paper deadline for September 
2023 is Thursday 24 August 2023. Please 
send all submissions and advertising to... 

Heads Up!
mail@kurandapaper.com

P E S T  S E R V I C E S

We do Termite
Inspections & Treatments.

Worried about 
Termites?

Us too! We do Frog Friendly, 
Effective, Pest Treatments.

Do you love 
your Frogs?

Are cockies, ants
or spiders driving

you insane?
.... or any other pest?

WE CAN HELP!

• 100% Local
• 25+ Years Experience
• Competitive Prices

Call Darrell & Lisa Turner
0408 174 791

defiantpestservices@gmail.com

a small Family Business - BIG on Customer ServicePMTO-10352/PMT1004513814

Defiant Ad for Kuranda Paper.indd   1 24/11/22   11:56:57 AM

 

House/Shed Pads, Land/Site Clearing 
Rock Retaining Walls 

Driveway/Roadway Excavation  

Acrylic Pour Painting art 
classes. Unique personalised 
creative sessions, small group 
setting. Call Leah  
0403 335 508

Clothing alterations & 
dressmaking in Speewah. 
Karen is professional and 
reasonably priced  
0459 184 223.

Guitar Lessons. Long-time 
local offering guitar lessons. 
Beginners to intermediate 
players. Blue Card. Dave 
Breeze 0404 290 060

Join our Pilates & Fitness 
classes in Kuranda. We also 
offer Personal Training. Call 
0415 559 722 
fnqpilatesandfitness.com.au

Locally made jewellery 
from recycled cutlery and 
leather with inscribed 
affirmations. Available at Just 
Gorgeous. Open everyday 

10am–3pm.

Marriage Celebrant – 
Cheryl Tonkin. Local, regional 
& remote. Phone 0407 670 954

Mum's n Bub's Yoga on 
Thursday mornings at 9.30am. 
Bring a few toys. Located at 
Soul Temple Kuranda studio. 
soultemplekuranda.com.au

New shipment of reversible 
jeans just arrived at Just 
Gorgeous. Great new colours. 
Open daily 10am–3pm.

Painter available. 20 years 
experience. All types of 
painting including enamel 
work, interior and exterior. 
Complete paint outs or touch 
ups. Clean reliable and honest. 
Call Alan 0452 669 447.

Picture Framing Free 
custom framing quotes at Terra 
Nova Gallery, 15 Therwine 
Street. Call 0412 387 557

Résumés. In Speewah, 
Cairns longest-running resume 
writing business — over thirty 
years’ experience. Résumés, 
Employment Applications, web 
text, all forms of copy writing, 
editing and proofreading.  
Word Factory (Suzy Grinter) 
Phone 4093 0449.

RIDESHARE  
Call 1300 74 33 74 or book 
on the App. We operate 
8am–7pm Mon to Sat and Sun 
8am–6pm. Prebook for out of 
hours. Airport/Cairns bookings 
accepted.

Singing Lessons, classically 
trained teacher with 30 years 
teaching experience. Absolutely 
all styles, sing the music of 
your choice. 0429 090 476

Sore feet? Find the best 
comfy shoes at Just Gorgeous. 
Convenient local shopping at 
affordable prices.  

GRATIS CLASSIFIEDS*
Follow us on Facebook.

Speewah to the Hat 
Charity Walk – Enter now 
for 2 September 2023. Go to 
Speewah to the Hat Facebook 
page for details.

The Dogue House – 
personalised doggie daycare 
service. Centralised fully-
fenced safe environment. 
Perfect place for your best 
friend to chill and be pampered 
whilst you’re away.  
Mark 0493 124 962 

Voice to Parliament 
information session. 
Sunday 6 August 6–8pm. 
Kuranda CWA Hall.

Women’s Sexual Assault 
Survivors Group 
Alternative fortnights at 
Atherton and Mareeba. Contact 
4091 4036. 

30 WORDS MAXIMUM

For sale, lost/found and outdated 
entries will be deleted after one 
month. Repeat advertisements 
will be deleted at the discretion 
of the paper. Existing Kuranda 
Paper advertisers and community 
groups will be prioritised for 
repeats depending on available 
space. Submit classifieds via 
email mail@kurandapaper.com

BEST
ELECTRICAL

25 years experience
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FNQ Wildlife Rescue Assoc. Inc.
(Established 1994)

Caring for the region’s native wildlife.
Wildlife carers are all volunteers.

Tax deductible donations appreciated.
New members welcome.

Tel: 07 4053 4467 (24 hrs) Email: fnqwr@bigpond.com

Donate now and help us care for tree roos today

www.treeroorescue.org.au 

Visit us on 

Tree Roo Rescue
and Conservation Centre Ltd
We are a non-profit organisation that rescues and rehabilitates, 
orphaned, injured or displaced tree kangaroos.

Unfortunately an increasing number of Lumholtz tree kangaroos are 
being killed by dogs and hit by cars each year.

Please donate to us and the money will go directly towards treating and 
caring for these beautiful animals.

If you find an injured tree kangaroo
please ring us on 0427 790 694

YOUR COMMUNITY PAGES
WILDLIFE

RECYCLE ROAD REPORTS

DEFIBRILLATORS WATER AND SEPTIC

LAUNDROMATS

HELP GROUPS

Wildlife Rescue 4053 4467 (24 hours) – recommended to 
contact first.
Batreach 4093 8858 
TigerLodge Wildcare 4093 0761 (24/7 phone service)
Kuranda Vets 4093 7283
DES CASSOWARY HOTLINE 1300 130 372 (rapid 
response including road strikes 24/7) 
SNAKE REMOVAL 
Jax Bergersen (non-venomous only) 4093 8834
Miss Hiss Reptiles (all reptiles) 0447 888 872

Council EMERGENCY 
number for local roads 
1300 308 461

Kuranda Range/
Kennedy Highway 
Report an Incident  
13 19 40 (24/7)

Kuranda Transfer Station 2186 Kennedy Hway, Koah
MSC Recycle Station – Arara Street, Kuranda

Defibrillator locations in Kuranda region.

Kuranda Men's Shed end of Kuranda Heights Road 
Kuranda Pharmacy cnr Coondoo and Thongon Sts 
Kuranda Medical Centre cnr Thongon and Barang Sts
Kuranda Ambulance Station, Fallon Road 
Kuranda Swimming Pool, Myola Road
Steiner School, Boyles Road
Kuranda SES on board vehicle
Envirocare Nursery 284 Myola Road

Water Delivery:
Grego’s Raw Materials 0419 705 005 

Septic Tank Emptying:
Paul Jennings 0417 632 688 

BP Service Station complex  
Gurii Gambi 5C Coondoo Street

RAINFALL
July 2023 
223mm 

(to 1 August 2023)
Annual Total 

2191mm
(to 1 August 2023)

Courtesy of Kuranda Railway Station

Robin Anscomb – 0409 046 932 (Operates 24/7)
Karen McLaren – 4093 8780 Please phone for an appointment

Justices of the Peace

Queensland Justices of the Peace (JPs) 
volunteer to serve the public  

by signing documents that need a 
qualified witness. 

KURANDA MEN'S SHED
RECYCLING

We welcome recycling from Kuranda residents at 
our Arara Street drop off point. We accept: 

**No milk or wine bottles please**

• glass beer bottles
• aluminium cans 
• plastic soft drink bottles
• aluminium cans 
• poppers

Help your local Men's Shed to keep operating. 

Expanding the container refund 
scheme from 1 November 2023

From 1 November 2023, the container refund scheme will be 
expanded to include glass wine and pure spirit bottles. From 
this date, all glass wine and pure spirit bottles will be eligible 
for a 10 cent refund when returned to a container refund 
point in Queensland.

For more information go to
www.qld.gov.au › waste › proposed-expansion
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Bookings 1300 743 374

Community Services
KURANDA LIBRARY and 

COUNCIL OFFICE

SERVICES NOT OPEN PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

KURANDA TRANSFER 
STATION

OPENING HOURS
Monday to Friday: 10am–5pm
(No Council business after 4.30pm 
weekdays)

Kuranda Community Precinct  
18-22 Arara Street, Kuranda
4093 9185
kurandal@msc.qld.gov.au
msc.qld.gov.au/libraries

OPERATING HOURS
Tuesday & Thursday: 9am–4pm, 
Saturday & Sunday: 9am–5pm
2186 Kennedy Highway, Koah
0418 282 542
msc.qld.gov.au/water-and-waste

65 Rankin Street, Mareeba 
PO Box 154, Mareeba Qld 4880 

1300 308 461 • info@msc.qld.gov.au
msc.qld.gov.au

RURAL FIRE BRIGADE WARDENS

First Officer Kuranda Baz Child 0437 746 601
First Officer Speewah Mick Dub 0428 820 631
Warden Kuranda/Myola Duncan Blakey 0408 151 199
Warden Speewah Mick Dub 0428 820 631
Davies Creek  4093 3181
Koah   4093 7738
Speewah  0428 820 631

Emergency Contacts

Emergency – Police, Fire, Ambulance  000

Flood and Storm Emergency Assistance (SES) 132 500

Ergon Energy –  
Report Dangerous Electrical Emergencies  131 670

Mareeba Shire Council    1300 308 461

Poisons Information    131 126

13HEALTH – Health and Hospital Information 134 325

Permits required for fires larger than 
2 metres in any direction

Join your local SES
Training every week
Tuesdays 7pm
Contact us for more details
0476 772 500

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DASHBOARD
Mareeba Shire Council's online Emergency Management Dashboard provides real time 
emergency information. The Dashboard provides live emergency news, information 
about road closures, power outages and river heights, weather warnings and fire feeds, 
emergency contact phone numbers and social media links. Notifications can also 
be viewed via an interactive map. Mareeba Shire residents can register for the Early 
Warning Network to receive email and SMS alerts for potential emergencies and severe 
natural disasters and weather events. 

The Dashboard is accessible on Council's website www.emergency.msc.qld.gov.au

Rideshare 1300 743 374
Trans North 3036 2070

TRANSPORT

Current as at 3/08/2020 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*These services travel via Caravonica, Trinity Bay High and TAFE school days only 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No services operate Good Friday, Anzac Day and Christmas Day 
Please see over leaf for further information 

www.transnorthbus.com.au 

 

 

Trans North services are “Hail & Ride” 
Please hail the driver enroute where it safe for the bus to pull off the road  

For a small surcharge passengers travelling to Cairns may also be set down at: 

Cairns Airport ($5) Greyhound Terminal ($3) 

Cairns Hospitals ($3) 

Please advise driver of required destination when boarding the bus and also note that Trans North 
services do not pick up from any of the above. 

Bus stops are located at: 
• Cairns - Platform 1 Cairns Central Railway Station Cairns 
• Cairns T.A.F.E. – Newton Street (7.15am & 3.00pm Services from and to Kuranda) 

• Smithfield - Bus Shelter near the traffic lights on the Kennedy Highway at the bottom of the Kuranda Range 
• Kuranda - 15 Therwine Street – Opposite Information Centre 
• Speewah – Speewah Road bus shelter in front of tavern 
• Mareeba - Arnold Park, 171-179 Walsh Street (next door to Police Station) 

• Atherton - 54 Main Street  
 

Connections are available to and from: 
• Ravenshoe & Herberton (except school days and public holidays) 

Monday to Friday with Kerry’s Bus Service - Ph: 0427 841 483 

• Chillagoe & Dimbulah – Friday with Chillagoe Bus Service - Ph: 4094 7155         
Mob: 0414 947 155 

 
Ticket Sales: 
Purchase tickets from the driver as you board the bus or from Piagnos News,142 
Byrnes Street Mareeba 

Phone: 3036 2070 during office hours 

  

www.transnorthbus.com.au 

 Atherton Tablelands to Cairns   
 Route 850 Monday to Friday  Saturday, Sunday 

and Pub Holidays 
 

 Departs Atherton 6.00am 9.15am 1.00pm 8.00am 1.30pm  
 Departs Mareeba 6.30am 9.45am 1.30pm 8.30am 2.00pm  
 Departs Speewah 6.50am 10.05am 1.50pm 8.50am 2.20pm  
 Departs Kuranda *7.15am 10.25am 2.10pm 9.10am 2.40pm  
 Departs rainforest - 10.30am 2.15pm - 2.45pm  
 Arrives Cairns 8.50am 11.15am 3.00pm 10.00am 3.30pm  
    Cairns to Atherton Tablelands  
 Route 850 Monday to Friday  Saturday, Sunday 

and Pub Holidays 
 

 Departs Cairns 7.00am 9.25am 3.30pm 10.30am 4.00pm  

 Departs Smithfield 7.20am 9.45am 3.50pm 10.50am 4.20pm  

 Departs Kuranda 7.40am 10.05am 4.10pm 11.10am 4.40pm  

 Departs Speewah 8.00am 10.25am 4.30pm 11.20am 5.00pm  

 Departs Mareeba 8.20am 10.45am 4.50pm 11.40am 5.20pm  

 Arrives Atherton 8.50am 11.15am 5.20pm 12.10am 5.50pm  

        

Cairns – Kuranda - Cairns 
 

Route 851 
Monday 

to 
Friday  

Saturday, Sunday 
and Pub Holidays 

 

 Departs Cairns *3.00pm 9.00am 11.15am  
 Departs Smithfield 3.30pm 9.20am 11.35am  
 Arrives Kuranda 3.50pm 9.40am 11.55am  
  Departs Kuranda 4.00pm 10.00am 12.15am  
 Departs Rainforest 4.05pm 10.05am 12.20am  
 Arrives Cairns 4.45pm 10.45am 1.00pm  
      

 

Current as at 11/02/2022 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*These services travel via Caravonica, Trinity Bay High and TAFE school days only 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No services operate Good Friday, Anzac Day and Christmas Day 
Please see over leaf for further information 

www.transnorthbus.com.au 

 

 

Trans North services are “Hail & Ride” 
Please hail the driver enroute where it safe for the bus to pull off the road  

For a small surcharge passenger travelling to Cairns may also be set down at: 

Cairns Airport ($5) Greyhound Terminal ($3) 

Cairns Hospitals ($3) 

Please advise driver of required destination when boarding the bus and also note that Trans North 
services do not pick up from any of the above. 

Bus stops are located at: 
• Cairns - Platform 1 Cairns Central Railway Station Cairns 
• Cairns T.A.F.E. – Gatton Street (Please ask the driver), (7.15am & 3.00pm Services from and to Kuranda) 

• Smithfield - Bus Shelter near the traffic lights on the Kennedy Highway at the bottom of the Kuranda Range 
• Kuranda - 15 Therwine Street – Opposite Information Centre 
• Speewah – Speewah Road bus shelter in front of tavern 
• Mareeba - Arnold Park, 171-179 Walsh Street (next door to Police Station) 

• Atherton - 54 Main Street  
 

Ticket Sales: 
Purchase tickets from the driver as you board the bus or from Piagnos News,142 
Byrnes Street Mareeba 

Phone: 3036 2070 during office hours 

  

www.transnorthbus.com.au 

 Atherton Tablelands to Cairns   
 Route 850 Monday to Friday  Saturday, Sunday 

and Pub Holidays 
 

 Departs Atherton 6.00am 9.15am 1.00pm 8.00am 1.30pm  
 Departs Mareeba 6.30am 9.45am 1.30pm 8.30am 2.00pm  
 Departs Speewah 6.50am 10.05am 1.50pm 8.50am 2.20pm  
 Departs Kuranda *7.15am 10.25am 2.10pm 9.10am 2.40pm  
 Departs rainforest - 10.30am 2.15pm - 2.45pm  
 Arrives Cairns 8.50am 11.15am 3.00pm 10.00am 3.30pm  
    Cairns to Atherton Tablelands  
 Route 850 Monday to Friday  Saturday, Sunday 

and Pub Holidays 
 

 Departs Cairns 7.00am 9.25am 3.30pm 10.30am 4.00pm  

 Departs Smithfield 7.20am 9.45am 3.50pm 10.50am 4.20pm  

 Departs Kuranda 7.40am 10.05am 4.10pm 11.10am 4.40pm  

 Departs Speewah 8.00am 10.25am 4.30pm 11.20am 5.00pm  

 Departs Mareeba 8.20am 10.45am 4.50pm 11.40am 5.20pm  

 Arrives Atherton 8.50am 11.15am 5.20pm 12.10am 5.50pm  

        

Cairns – Kuranda - Cairns 
 

Route 851 
Monday 

to 
Friday  

 

 Departs Cairns *3.00pm  
 Departs Smithfield 3.30pm  
 Arrives Kuranda 3.50pm  
  Departs Kuranda 4.00pm  
 Departs Rainforest 4.05pm  
 Arrives Cairns 4.45pm  
    

 

Current as at 11/02/2022 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*These services travel via Caravonica, Trinity Bay High and TAFE school days only 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No services operate Good Friday, Anzac Day and Christmas Day 
Please see over leaf for further information 

www.transnorthbus.com.au 

 

 

Trans North services are “Hail & Ride” 
Please hail the driver enroute where it safe for the bus to pull off the road  

For a small surcharge passenger travelling to Cairns may also be set down at: 

Cairns Airport ($5) Greyhound Terminal ($3) 

Cairns Hospitals ($3) 

Please advise driver of required destination when boarding the bus and also note that Trans North 
services do not pick up from any of the above. 

Bus stops are located at: 
• Cairns - Platform 1 Cairns Central Railway Station Cairns 
• Cairns T.A.F.E. – Gatton Street (Please ask the driver), (7.15am & 3.00pm Services from and to Kuranda) 

• Smithfield - Bus Shelter near the traffic lights on the Kennedy Highway at the bottom of the Kuranda Range 
• Kuranda - 15 Therwine Street – Opposite Information Centre 
• Speewah – Speewah Road bus shelter in front of tavern 
• Mareeba - Arnold Park, 171-179 Walsh Street (next door to Police Station) 

• Atherton - 54 Main Street  
 

Ticket Sales: 
Purchase tickets from the driver as you board the bus or from Piagnos News,142 
Byrnes Street Mareeba 

Phone: 3036 2070 during office hours 

  

www.transnorthbus.com.au 

 Atherton Tablelands to Cairns   
 Route 850 Monday to Friday  Saturday, Sunday 

and Pub Holidays 
 

 Departs Atherton 6.00am 9.15am 1.00pm 8.00am 1.30pm  
 Departs Mareeba 6.30am 9.45am 1.30pm 8.30am 2.00pm  
 Departs Speewah 6.50am 10.05am 1.50pm 8.50am 2.20pm  
 Departs Kuranda *7.15am 10.25am 2.10pm 9.10am 2.40pm  
 Departs rainforest - 10.30am 2.15pm - 2.45pm  
 Arrives Cairns 8.50am 11.15am 3.00pm 10.00am 3.30pm  
    Cairns to Atherton Tablelands  
 Route 850 Monday to Friday  Saturday, Sunday 

and Pub Holidays 
 

 Departs Cairns 7.00am 9.25am 3.30pm 10.30am 4.00pm  

 Departs Smithfield 7.20am 9.45am 3.50pm 10.50am 4.20pm  

 Departs Kuranda 7.40am 10.05am 4.10pm 11.10am 4.40pm  

 Departs Speewah 8.00am 10.25am 4.30pm 11.20am 5.00pm  

 Departs Mareeba 8.20am 10.45am 4.50pm 11.40am 5.20pm  

 Arrives Atherton 8.50am 11.15am 5.20pm 12.10am 5.50pm  

        

Cairns – Kuranda - Cairns 
 

Route 851 
Monday 

to 
Friday  

 

 Departs Cairns *3.00pm  
 Departs Smithfield 3.30pm  
 Arrives Kuranda 3.50pm  
  Departs Kuranda 4.00pm  
 Departs Rainforest 4.05pm  
 Arrives Cairns 4.45pm  
    

*These services travel via 
Caravonica, Trinity Bay High and 
TAFE school days only
Current as at 11 February 2022

**No services operate 
Good Friday, Anzac Day 
and Christmas Day**

Trans North services are “Hail & Ride”. Please hail the driver anywhere enroute where it is 
safe for the bus to pull over. For a small surcharge passengers travelling to Cairns may also 
be set down at:

Cairns Airport ($5), Cairns Hospitals ($3), Greyhound Terminal ($3), 

Please advise the driver of required destination when boarding the bus and also note that 
Trans North services do not pick up from any of the above. 

Bus stops are located at:
Cairns – Platform 1, Cairns Central Railway Station, Cairns
Cairns T.A.F.E – Newton Street (7.15am & 3.00pm Services from and to Kuranda)
Smithfield – Bus shelter near the traffic lights on Kennedy Highway at bottom of the 
Kuranda Range
Kuranda – 15 Therwine Street – opposite Visitor Information Centre
Speewah – Speewah Road bus shelter in front of tavern
Mareeba – Arnold Park, 171-179 Walsh Street (next door to Police Station)
Atherton – 54 Main Street

Ticket Sales:
Purchase tickets from the driver as you board the bus or from Piagnos News at  
142 Byrnes Street Mareeba. Phone 3036 2070 (office hours)  
Email: atherton@transnorthbus.com.au www.transnorthbus.com.au

The Kuranda Paper is a  
not-for-profit publication. 

Profits generated by advertising 
support local community 

groups and projects. 



koah.hall@gmail.com

Every Monday 
Al-Anon Family Groups 11am–12pm hall under St 
Saviour's Church. Kate 4093 9668 or 1300ALANON
Yoga in the Rainforest with Aileen 9.15am (for 9.30 
start) Kuranda QCWA Hall. Aileen 0419 726 955
Ashtanga Yoga 5.30am & 6pm. Biannka 0407 634 116
Adult Children of Alcoholics and other 
Dysfunctional Families. 7B Hort Street, Mareeba 
(through red gate). Priscilla 0439 080 874
Kuranda Envirocare Nursery volunteering. 9am–
12noon. Cathy 0419 624 940
Djabugay Language Classes 6–8pm Nyuwarri Estate 
(old Ngoonbi farm), 1496 Kennedy Highway, Kuranda. 
40938 116

Every Tuesday
Taekwon-Do & Self Defence 6.30–8pm Kuranda QCWA 
Hall. Jeff 0437 438 196
Kuranda Choir 6–7.30pm Kuranda Amphitheatre 
Understage. Trish 0428 284 305

Second Tuesday 
Kuranda SES Training 7pm sharp at Fallon Road.  
Paul 0448 008 087
She Shed Kuranda 1–5pm.  
kurandaSHEshed@gmail.com

Every Wednesday
Ashtanga Yoga 5.30am. Biannka 0407 634 116
Social Tennis 5pm Wednesdays and Sundays at the 
Kuranda Recreation Centre. Gidi 0448 480 200
Men’s Shed Kuranda 8.30am–11.30am. 
mensshedkuranda@gmail.com
Mah Jong 1–4pm Kuranda Neighbourhood Centre. 
Taekwon-Do & Self Defence 6.30–8pm Kuranda QCWA 
Hall. Jeff 0437 438 196

Every Thursday
Kuranda Envirocare Nursery volunteering. 9am–
12noon. Cathy 0419 624 940
Taekwon-Do & Self Defence 6.30–8pm Kuranda QCWA 
Hall. Jeff 0437 438 196
Ashtanga Yoga 6pm. Biannka 0407 634 116
Domestic Violence Help Kuranda Neighbourhood 
Centre by appointment 4093 8933
Kuranda Rangers soccer.  
Simone 0402 003 164 for any queries.
K.A.S.T. (Kuranda Amphitheatre Stage Troupe) 6.30pm 
Kuranda Amphitheatre Understage.

Every second Thursday of month
Kuranda Writers Group 10am–12noon, Kuranda 
Library. Rachael 0435 001 156 

Every Friday
Ashtanga Yoga 6am. Biannka 0407 634 116
Kuranda Story Time 10.30am, Kuranda Library. Every 
Friday, during school term.
She Shed Kuranda 8am–1pm.  
kurandasheshed@gmail.com

Every second Friday
Trauma Tension Release Exercise Class 
11am Kuranda CWA Hall. Sabine 0415 959 195

Every SaturDAY
Tree Planting Kuranda Envirocare. Contact 0419 624 940 
or check Facebook or website www.envirocare.org.au
Men’s Shed Kuranda 8.30am–11.30am. 
mensshedkuranda@gmail.com 

Third Saturday
Meditation with Horses 10am Koah. Kaya 0429 756 701 

Every Sunday 
Social Tennis 5pm Wednesdays and Sundays at the 
Kuranda Recreation Centre. Gidi 0448 480 200
AA Group Kuranda QCWA Hall 9.30am 1300 222 222
She Shed Kuranda 1–5pm.  
kurandasheshed@gmail.com

Every second sunday
Kuranda Amphitheatre Working Bee 
9am–1pm. Email volunteers@kurandaamphitheatre.org

community 
calendar

HIRE FEES 

• 1 hour $10  
• 24-hour only $150  (community rates)

• $200 refundable bond for one-off 
events (if space is left as you found it) 

EVERY MONDAY 
PILATES with Jaide 6–7pm  
0488 229 700

EVERY THURSDAY 
PARENT AND BUBS MEET –  
10am–12noon. Tui 0472 987 859
SELF AWARENESS – MIND, BODY, 
ENERGY (Term time).  
3.45pm. 8+ years to adult. Contact 
Samantha 0438 780 279
YOGA 5.30–6.30pm.  
Eileen Short 0417 073 223

THURSDAY 10 & 24 AUGUST 
MANKIND PROJECT MEN'S GROUP 
7pm. Open to all men.  
Solomon 0484 761 505 

EVERY FRIDAY 
DANCE FUN (Term time).  
4 pm. 8+ years to adult. Contact 
Samantha 0438 780 279

www.koahhall.com

For events at the Kuranda Recreation Centre or the 
Koah Hall please see details in their columns above. 
See page 20 for CWA listings for this month.

DREAM BIG! CIRCUS CLASSES — TERM TIME

Bookings are essential. Please contact Sophie 0409 333 404. 

More info at www.dreamstatecircus.com on the Dream BIG! Circus School page. 

MONDAY – Circus LOVE 18+ – 9–11am

TUESDAY – Circus 2 – 3.45–5pm, Age 10+ and Show Class – 5–6.30pm – Age 8+ 

WEDNESDAY – Aerial Silks, Trapeze, and Lyra Various Classes 5–6.30pm 

What's On
at Koah Hall Koah Hall

Contributors please advise of any changes via email  
mail@kurandapaper.com 

KOAH MONTHLY 
MARKET  

AUGUST MARKET

Saturday 5 August
8am till Midday 

• Live Music – Lawry, Chris and Suzy

• Community Market bringing  
you all the local goodness – produce,  

honey, plants craft, treats,  
treasures and more!

• Fresh coffee and delish Koah Hall 
Fundraiser BBQ.

SMS/Voicemail Nicky  
0488 961 660 or direct message  

via Koah Monthly Markets  
Facebook page.

KURANDA 8 BALL –  
Competitive Pool  
Tuesday 6.30–10.30pm 
Bar open, affordable prices

KURANDA RANGERS –  
Training Thursday 4.30–5.30pm 
Tuesday Skills Training 4–5.30pm  
(U8+ only) Simone 0402 003 164

PILATES –  
Monday 9.30am 
Tuesday 5.45pm  
Wednesday 9.30am 
Thursday 9am  
Saturday 8.15am with Jaide 
Davini 0414 994 123 and Jaide 0488 229 700

TAI CHI – Monday 6pm  
Les 4093 8276 

WING CHUN KUNG FU –  
Tuesday 7.30pm  
Grant 0414 966 823 

Proud to be the home of: 
Are you having a party or celebration?
The KRC has multiple areas available 
for hire for functions, seminars and 
activities. Features include – onsite 

parking, toilet facilities, licenced bar  
and commercial kitchen. 

Please email krc4881@gmail.com

@

@

JUMRUM BAR OPEN 
TUESDAY 6.30 PMSunday 20 August – 2-7pm

SUNDAY SESSION POOL GAME 
Open comp and tryout.
Great day out for all pool players and 
families. Bar open, sausage sizzle and 
music!

Tuesday 22 August – 11am-1pm
DANCING CLASS WITH IRINA 

Saturday 26 August – 9.30am-4.30pm
KURANDA 8 BALL INTERCITY

Sunday 27 August – Open Day
FUNDRAISING OPEN EVENT FOR ANIMAL 
REFUGES & MENTAL HEALTH 
Contact 0459 362 863 to book.

WHAT'S ON IN AUGUST?

THANK YOU! The Big Bright Bubbly Bash last month was a  
super success. Bugzy Bumblebee and Dandy Man Dan made us  
all laugh so much our faces hurt! The Dream BIG! Circus troupe 

wowed us with their skills and aerial prowess. 
The Koah Sports and Social Club committee would like to thank  
all the volunteers for their time and efforts towards this event.  

It was a highly successful night of community engagement  
and fundraising at Koah Hall.


